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VOL. VI.
GEORGE W MYERS, PRINTER.
From the Presbyterian, 
CHRISTIAN WARFARE.
Soldier go—but not to claim 
Mould’ring spoils of earth-born treasure ;
Not to build a vaunted name,
Not to dwell in tents of pleasure.
Dream not that the way is smooth,
Hope not that the thorns are roses,
Turn no wishful eye of youth,
Where the sunny beam reposes.
Thou hast sterner work to do,
Hosts to cut thy passage through :
Close behind thee gulphs are burning—
Forward 1—there is no returning.
Soldier, rest—but not for thee
Spreads the world her downy pillow ;
On the rock thy couch must be,
While around thee chafes the billow;
Thine must be a watchful sleep.
Wearier than another’s waking:
Such a charge as thou dost keep,
Brooks no moment of forsaking,
Sleep as on the battle-field,
Girded, grasping sword and shield ;
Foes thou canst not name nor number,
Steal upon thy broken slumber.
Soldier, rise—thy war is done :
Now the hosts of bell are flying;
’Twasthy Lord the battle won,
Jesus vanquished them by dying.
Pass the stream; before thee lies 
All the conquered land of glory,
Hark ! what songs of rapture rise !
These proclaim the victor’s story,
Soldier, lay thy weapons down,
Quit the sword and take the crown ;
Triumph ! all thy foes are banished,
Death is slain and earth has vanished.
THE O /SERVER.
For the Gambier Observer.
Marietta Sept, 12</i, 1836.
To the Gentlemen, the Vestry of St. Luke's Parish.
Dear Brethren,— After full and mature deliberation, 
an extensive conference with my friends, and with the 
knowledge and consent of our diocesan, I have determined 
to accept one of the several invitations I have received from 
the South Western States, and to exercise my future 
ministry in that more destitute portion of our church.
In, herewith, resigning the parochial cure ,which it has 
been my honor to bold, at your election, I cannot but feel 
those painful regrets which naturally attend upon the dis­
solving of a connexion of more than ordinary sacredness. 
These regrets, undoubtedly, felt in every separation of a 
pastoi from bis spiritual flock,are heightened,in our case,by 
the presence of an unusual association. You,my dear Bre-
*bren,havc taken care not only of the pecuniary, and other 
temporal concerns of the parish ; but you have largely shar­
ed, in deliberation, counsel, and action, the burthen of its
spiritual interests. You have held up my hands, in the 
Hour of conflict; and our success has been a common victo­
ry, and a common rejoicing.
May I not call that success; which, in Ifttle more than 
three years, has enlarged the parish from four or five fami­
lies, to more than thirty ; built a beautiful and commodious 
church, and convenient lecture-room; and, what is more 
delightful; that has added to the first Communion of sev­
en, more than sixty others: who, we have good reason t0 
believe, arc “lively stones” in that spiritual house, built 
God, to endure forever. We have not the less satisfaction 
that these have been the results of no new device. They 
have not been “materially connected with any thing which’ 
as a principle, has not been known as long as the Bible; 
or as a measure, has not been inherited by the church, in 
her very structure from the beginning.”
It lias been with extreme reluctance, and great difficulty 
that my mind has been brought to consent to a separation 
trom this delightful parish ; around which every dear and 
impressive association clings. Nothing but the single con­
sideration of superior duty to the church has been allowed 
to determine the question. I do not leave you, dear breth­
ren, because I am, at all in any thing dissatisfied with 
you’ Had any thing ever occurred, in our long and inti­
mate communication to excite dissatisfaction, this were a 
moment to bury it all, beneath mutual forgiveness. But 
we have no remembrances of that kind to mar the mutual 
confidence and love, and respect with which we part. In­
deed, I know you will send me away with your prayers and
blessings_ I have had the happiness to know you,a praying
Vestry—and without such cheering-on, I should want the 
necessary courage to enter upon so arduous a field of la­
bour.
I pray God have you in his holy keeping; direct and 
prosper all your consultations; further you with his con­
tinual aid; so that you, and all your fellow-parishioners 
may he edified in the faith of “the Gospel in the Church.
In that best of bonds, I am, my Dear Brethren,
Your obedient servant,
J. THOMAS WHEAT.
To the Vestry of St. Luke’s Parish, )
Marietta, by the hands of Mr. Se- > 
nior Warden, Anus Nye, Esq. )
REPLY.
To the Rev. J. Thomas Wheat.
Rev. and Dear Sir,—The Vestry of St. Luke’s
Church, Marietta, have received your communication to 
them, resigning the Rectorship and pastoral charge of the 
said parish ;—and, though it conveys to them the annun­
ciation of an event, which has been with them as well as 
yourself, tliesubject of earnest and anxious consideration; 
and, in some measure, anticipated, they cannot contem­
plate the further consequences which must follow it—your 
separation and removal from them and that parish, with 
■which you have been, for several years, intimately associa ■ 
ted and identified, without being penetrated with emotions 
of deep and painful regret. In yielding, however, as they 
ase constrained to do, to what appear to be more urgent 
and paramount calls of duty, in another part of the vine­
yard of our Divine Lord and Master, and to the force of 
circumstances which it is not in their power to control, 
they do so, in the feeling of kindness, affection, and lively 
interest, of which your communication is the expression 
to th^m, and they reciprocate the assurance of that feeling 
and spirit towards yourself: and, though feeling, anxiously 
the trying situation and circumstances, in which as a par­
ish, they are now placed; together with the deep personal 
regrets, attendant on a separation, they wish, in parting 
•with you, as their clergyman, to sustain your hands, and to 
fortify your spirit to the arduous duties and trials which 
you must encounter in the new and extended field of la­
bour te which you are now called, you have our unaffected ,
sympathy for the labours and trials of yourself and family 
in the great work, in which, as a minister of the Church, 
you are engaged; and our earnest prayers, that He, “with­
out whom nothing is strong, nothing is holy” will “ in­
crease and multiply upon you his mercy;” and that He 
will “direct you in all your doings with his most gracious 
favour and further you with his continual help.” We, also; 
greatly need your Christian sympathies, and your prayers 
which we trust will he addressed to the same Divine Head 
and Guide, that He will “pour upon us” (individually 
and collectively) “the continual dew of his blessing;” that 
he will direct and uphold us in this our time of great ne­
cessity, and “keep us with his continual mercy.” We 
would take courage from the past; which we regard, in the 
same view that you do; and trust that we may, as a par- 
sh and people, be assisted by the same Divine Head, to go 
forward in the advancement here of “the Gospel in the 
Church.” To Him, dear Sir, we commend you and yours, 
in the bonds of the'Gospel: and are
You* * * *Affectionate Brethren.
By order, and in behalf of the Vestry of St. Luke’s
Church, Marietta,
ARIUS NYE, Senior Warden.
September f2th, 1836.
For the Gambier Observer.
ON EXERCISES OF DEVOTION.
It is an opinion industriously circulated by 
some modern fanatics that prayer is not essen­
tial to the formation of the Christian character, 
that it is no where enjoined as a duty,that it can 
have no effect upon our condition, and there­
fore they wholly and entirely dispense with its 
exercise. With'respect to the exercise of 
pra-yer considered as a duty, as a privilege and 
as a means of grace, much might be said; a few 
words shall suffice.
On the exercise of prayer considered as a 
duty we remark, that the subject forms a con­
siderable part of the instruction given to us in 
the volume cf inspiration. It is a characteris­
tic of the righteous servants of God in every 
age, that they have ever been a praying people. 
“And Isaac went out to meditate,”in the margin 
to pray “in the field at even-tide.” Thus in the 
case of Hannah the mother of Samuel, when 
her soul was bowed down with sorrow and af 
diction she prayed unto the Lord, “and she was 
in bitterness of soul, and prayed unto the Lord 
and wept sore.” And these are not the only ex­
amples, which the Bible affords: but the time 
would fail me to relate the piety of Moses, of 
David, of Isaiah, and in fact of all the inspired 
prophets who found consolation and strength in 
drawing nigh unto the mercy seat where God 
dispenses the riches of his grace. And the ad­
monition to pray considered as a duty is fre­
quently given in the writings of those divine and 
holy men who were sent as the messengers of mercy to the rebellious Jewish nation, ana when 
we open the New Testament we find the admo­
nitions so frequent, and withal so plain, clear 
and explicit, that it is difficult to imagine how 
any human being possessed of common judg­
ment and common sense can neglect the exer­
cise off prayer as a duty,and expect to be con­
sidered guiltless in the sight of God. What 
has our Saviour taught us, “pray to thy Father 
which is in secret, and thy Father which seeth 
in secret shall reward thee openly ?” And 
again, the inference is plain that our prayers 
when accepted have a great and powerful influ­
ence, “pray ye the Lord of the harvest that he 
may send forth labourers into his harvest.” And 
in another place “Whatsoever ye ask in prayer 
believing ye shall receive.” In a passage from St. 
James the influence of prayer is plainly assert­
ed; “Elias or Elijah was a man subject to like 
passions as wc are,and he prayed earnestly that 
it might not rain, and it rained not upon the 
earth for the space of three years and six 
months. And he prayed again and the heavens 
gave rain,and the earth brought forth her fruit,” 
“’watch and pray”said the Saviour to his dis­
ciples “that ye enter not into temptation.” “Is 
any among you afflicted? let him pray.” We 
close this branch of our remarks with the apos­
tolic injunction of St. Paul—“ Praying always 
with all prayer and supplication in the Spirit and 
watching thereunto with all perseverance and 
supplication for all saints.”
We come now to consider prayer as a privi­
lege. What consolation is there in the thought 
that when the mind is bowed down with afflic­
tion and grief, that we have an all gracious ben­
efactor whose ear is ever open to our cry, who 
in the language of our Apostolic Church is “far 
more ready to hear than we are to pray, and is 
wont to give more than either we desire or de­
serve.” What man is there among us who 
knows from the Bible or from his own experi­
ence that the infinite Jehovah is a prayer hear­
ing and a prayer answering God, who does 
not feel it a privilege to approach the throne of 
grace to implore benefits and blessings at the 
hands of his heavenly Father.
The devout man retired for a while from the 
trying scenes of life draws nigh unto God in 
prayer, he pours out his whole heart in the 
presence of his redeemer—he unfolds to him 
every want, every wish, every desire of his 
heart,and what is the result? He feels the pow­
ers of his mind refreshed, his soul is strength- 
ed by the grace of God, and he goes forth into 
the world with renbwed desires after holiness, 
animated with the glorious hope that “when 
Christ who is our life shall appear he shall also 
appear with him in glory.”
“A soul in commerce with her God, is heav’n;
Feels not the tumults and the shocks of life:
The whirls of passion and the strokes of heart.
A Deity believ’d is joy begun:
A Deity ador’d, is joy advanced;
A Deity belov’d is joy matur’d.
Each branch of piety delight inspires ;
Faith builds a bridge from this world to the next 
O’er death’s dark gulf, and all its terror hides:
Praise, the sweet exhalation of our joy,
That joy exalts, and makes it sweeter still;
Prayer ardent opens heav'n, lets down a stream 
Of glory on the consecrated hour 
Of man, in audience with the Deity.
Who worships the Great God, that instant join*
The first in heav’n, and sets his foot on Hell.
Prayer as a moans of grace is an exercise of
immense importance. We are too feeble in our 
natural strength to resist the enemies of our 
salvation, we are not sufficient of ourselves to 
think any thing as of ourselves. Our hearts 
are sinful and depraved and are inclined con­
tinually to evil. They have an earthly attrac­
tion. And if our minds are bent upon the ob­
jects of time and sense, God will be excluded 
from the thoughts, the Saviour will have but a 
faint hold upon our affections. Death will ap­
pear to us as an evil of the greatest magnitude, 
and we shall shudder at the contemplation of 
those scenes which are to be realized in the eter­
nal world. But the Christian who has passed 
from death unto life, is taught by the word and 
the Spirit of God that he is only in this world 
as a pilgrim and a stranger, and that lie is jour­
neying onward guided by faith and supported 
by hope to that city which hath foundations 
whose builder and maker is God. When he is 
in difficulty prayer is his resource, and thus he 
realizes the truth of the Psalmist’s declaration 
that God is a very present help in time of trou­
ble. When the Christian is in prosperity, when 
his hopes are bright and his faith is vigorous 
and active, even then he finds that communion 
with his God tends greatly to increase his joys, 
to give stability to his hopes, and to add warmth 
to his devotion. Theh as the dews from heav­
en descend and take possession of his mind he 
rises higher and higher above the thick fogs of 
earth and he enters by faith within the precincts 
of that sanctuary where the Lord of Hosts dis­
plays fiis glory, and where he is seen face to 
face. How much do they wrong their own 
souls who belong to the family of Christ by the 
bond of external communion, who do not ear­
nestly and devoutly seek for the outpouring of 
the Spirit of grace, which can alone animate 
the soul in pressing toward the mark for the 
prize of our high calling. The nominal Chris­
tian who is a stranger to the exercises of de­
votion is a stranger to the grace of God which 
bringeth salvation. He may be flattered by 
false teachers to believe that be can attain to 
heaven without earnest prayer to God, hut we 
are compelled to declare that lie who lives in 
the neglect of prayer is neglecting to secure the 
salvation of his soul, he is emphatically in the 
gall of bitterness and has not yet come into the 
light of life. And he that is content to live in 
darkness, to walk in darkness, may also die in 
darkness, and at last fall into that place where 
there is the blackness of darkness forever.
Pro Ecclesia.
From the Protestant Episcopalian.
PRIVATE INFLUENCE OF THE MINISTRY. 
From the Annual Report of the Boston Auxiliary Educa­
tion Society, May 23, 1836.
Wfl think r>f o n-iiniato- pc npreacher, and are apt to estimate linn accord­
ing to the public effect of his influence and la­
bors: If we confine ourselves to this view of 
the ministry, however, we overlook one great 
object which Christ designed in it, and one me­
thod of ministerial usefulness which is of im­
portance, but which, because of its hidden op­
eration, is not always recognized, nor fully ap­
preciated.
The private influence of the ministry may be 
illustrated by the character and method of the 
good performed by the physician.
Has any one written the chronicles of the 
healing art in this city ? How many pains have i 
been relieved, how many burning brows have 
been cooled and their throbbings hushed; how 
much sickness has been cured that seemed to 
he unto death ; how many wearisome days and 
nights have been saved to the people, and tos­
sings to and fro upon beds of agony! How 
many families have, almost, received their dead 
raised to life again 1 Who has witnessed the joy 
of their circles at the appearance of a beloved 
parent or child from a chamber of dangerous 
illness, at the table and fireside! Who has 
kept the number, and recorded the bliss of the 
sufferers, when first they have walked forth un­
der the fresh heavens, and the consciousness of 
coming hack to life again, and pulsations of 
health leaping through the veins, at the first 
perception of the pure air, and the newness 
which all nature seemed to put on to welcome 
their going forth from death, have created that 
feeling of pleasure respecting which the poet 
has so beautifully sung:
“See the wretch who long has tost 
On the thorny bed of pain;
At length repair his vigor lost 
And live and breathe again.
The meanest flowret of the vale,
The simplest notes that swell the gale,
The common sun, the air, the skies.
To him are opening Paradise.”
Such pleasures flow continually from the heal­
ing art: yet none but the God to whom belong- 
eth the issues from death,and the happy sub­
jects of those pleasures bear witness to them-.— 
They come and go, like breezes of spring, but 
are followed by the fruits of health and life.— 
When you think of the noiseless, unpretending 
course of a physician, and follow him in imagi­
nation into sick chambers, and think how often, 
by his assiduous skill, those places are made the 
gates of heaven which at first seemed the gates 
of death, and think how many thousand hearts 
have been made glad of whom the world have 
known nothing, there appears to be a beauty 
and sublimity, to say nothing of the inestima­
ble benefits, in the healing art, which is fitted 
to awaken our admiration and love.
Now the influence of a spiritual, faithful pas­
tor amongst the families of his charge, is of the 
same nature. He does for the soul of his peo­
ple what the physician does for the bodies of 
his patients. He goes to them, or receives them 
in the hour when conscience wakes up from her 
sleep of years and cries to God, Thou hast set 
mine iniquities before thee, my secret sins in 
the light of thy countenance! He is with 
them when that sickness of heart, compared 
with which all pains are light, oppresses them, 
and every hope of comfort is excluded by the 
beginning of despair. He is the instrument of 
revealing to the soul that heavenly mercy 
which forgives all sin, that blood which takes
out its stains, that hope which is life in death,
and that peace of God which passeth all under­
standing. The first sensations of a sick man, 
at his recovery, are not to be compared with 
the feelings of one, who, for the first time, 
perceives the way of salvation by Jesus Christ, 
and stays himself upon the divine mercy while 
sinking into despair. It is chiefly in private 
that the minister is an instrument of such bless­
ings: though, by his public work, he prepares 
the minds of his people for his private efforts 
and success. He takes the mourners by the 
hand, and they who shrunk from the exposure 
of their private and sacred sorrows, pour out 
their souls before him, because he is to them in 
the place of Jesus Christ, who loved Mary and 
Martha, and wept at the grave of their Laza­
rus. He sits down bj the dying bed: he | 
stands on the verge of eternity with a passing 
spirit, assures the sinner of pardon upon repen­
tance and faith, or soothes the fear and sustains 
the hope ol the saint, as the scenes of eternity 
break in upon him. None but a minister k nows 
the strange variety of occasions upon which he 
is called to impart joy or relieve sorrow. The 
kindness and love of God towards man appear, 
as well in the beautiful adaptation of the meth­
ods by which he comforts and saves him, as in 
the way of salvation.
Every faithful minister raised up and sent 
forth by this Society, is made the instrument 
of such blessings to a community of human be­
ings. Whothen can estimate the private influ­
ence of a pious, faithful ministry ? Like the 
unseen ministry of angels, it is noiseless, unap­
preciated by the world, and sometimes repaid 
by injury/but of such value in the estimation 
of the Saviour, that when he ascended on high, 
he honored his ascension, and blessed his peo­
ple with the gift of pastors, to succeed prophets 
and apostles, and the first evangelists of the 
church. If churches and private Christians 
would be sanctified in the way which Christ 
has chosen for them, let them honor the pasto- 
al office and its influences, and evermore pre­
fer the light of the quiet stars and planets, to 
the shooting and startling light of those fires 
which are not in the number of the ordinances 
of heaven. Let the friends of an educated, pi­
ous, and able ministry be encouraged in the 
support of this c#use, by the thought that every 
faithful minister raised up by their influence, is 
one of the first of heaven’s blessings; and may 
the members of this Society themselves enjoy 
this blessing, in its full measure, till “the Lamb 
himself shall feed then), and lead them to living 
fountains of waters, and God shall wipe away 
all tears from their eyes.”
From the Southern Churchman.
* here is something so peculiar, so rich, so 
inestimable in all the admonitions which the di­
vine Saviour delivered, that he who attentively 
considers tnem, cannot but be impressed that 
they proceeded from no human source. The 
discourses of men become trite and wearisome 
and stale. But the words of Cfcrist have a 
fieshne&s and richness and wisdom about them 
which perpetually delight the soul. Every 
word he spoke is pregnant with meaning and full 
of value, lake for example the sermon on the 
Mount, and where will you find so much that 
is excellent and valuable condensed in a few 
pages. How unlike the maxims of men are 
the doctrines which Christ taught. Who, but 
he, ever pronounced the favorites of fortune 
and of the word, as poor indeed, or that humili­
ty and meekness and purity of spirit, constitute 
the elements of happiness in a higher degree, 
than all the grandeur with which wealth and 
fame and distinction can invest their devotees. 
To lay up treasure in heaven, and to fix the 
heart there, appeared to the Jews a strange me­
thod of providing for one’s happiness in this 
life; and yet how consistent are such counsels 
proved to be with the dictates of wisdom , how 
well calculated is the observance of them to 
moderate the desires, and ease the distracting 
cares of men. How delightful the assurance 
which the Divine Redeemer has given, that he 
who gives to the lily its pure attire ar.d feeds 
the birds of the air, will exercise the care and 
tenderness of a Father towards those who trust 
in him. What sweeter assurance could man 
want than is to be found in “ask and it shall be 
given you”—only ask—ask the being who pos­
sesses all power, and controls all things on earth, 
and he will give you what is needful and tiood 
for you.
But there is one rule which Christ gave for 
the government of men in their intercourse with 
each other, whose superior wisdom and benign 
tendencies are so obvious even to the obtuse in­
tellects of men, as to have obtained the title of 
the “golden rule. ’ “All things whatsoever ye 
would that men should do to you do ye even so 
to them.’ If you expect to he regarded with 
favor and mercy and kindness by your heaven­
ly Master, manifest the same disposition towards 
your fellow-men—extend to them the same 
courtesy, charity, and accommodation that you 
would yourselves desire under similar circum­
stances. What an exalted and equitable rule 
ot action is here laid down. How would its 
observance promote the peace and harmony of 
the world—how lovely and paternal would the 
conditition of the great human family be made. 
If we would know the principles of gospel mor­
ality, we should study the sermon on the mount 
—if we would get the spirit of the gospel, we 
should practice those principles—if we would 
know what sort of persons we should be, if 
formed by such rules, we should contemplate 
the character of him, who, while he was sent 
to be our teacher, and to instruct us in righte­
ousness, is also set forth as our great example.
FROM THE ADDRESS OF THE REV.W. ACWORTH, 
Agent of the British and Foreign Bible Society.
I will say nothing about the 2000 miles I 
travelled on the business of the Society in 
France, but here make a confession, that I broke 
my tether, and proceeded into Italy. I thought 
I wa» entitled, after seven years' service, to ask
for a vacation of one month; and having trav- 
olled about 00,000 miles to promote the object 
o the Society, I wanted to go and see that me­
tropolis where a part of the inspired volume 
was written, but where the Bible is now a pro­
scribed book. I went through Geneva, and 
was much refreshed by meeting the Committee 
of the Evangelical Society, with whose pro­
ceedings and objects I was so much gratified, 
that I wrote to this Society to make a liberal 
grant ol 10,000 copies of the French Scriptures 
to promote the objects of that Society. Our 
Committee have only granted 5000; but I have 
no doubt they will, ere long, send the other 
5000.
Before I left Geneva my friends observed, 
“Probably you will like to see the house where 
Voltaire lived, and where he wrote his plays.’’ 
Prompted by the spirit of curiosity, so charac­
teristic of an Englishman, to visit the house of 
this celebrated infidel, I was about to put on my 
hat to walk into the country; when he said* “It 
is not necessary you should put on your hat 
and he introduced me over the threshold of one 
room to another and said, “This is the room 
where Voltaire’s plays were acted, for the 
amusement of himself and his friends,” and 
what was my gratification in observing that 
room had been converted into a sort of reposi­
tory for Bibles and Religious Tracts. Oh! ray 
Christian friends, that the spirit of infidelity had 
been there, to witness the results of their vati­
cinations respecting the downfall of Christiani­
ty! I know that Voltaire said that he wa's liv­
ing “in the twilight of Christianity;” but, bless­
ed be God! it was the twilight of the morning 
which will bring on the day of universal illum­
ination.
When at Lausanne, I went to see the house 
in which Gibbon wrote the Decline and Fall of 
the Roman Empire; and I was told that herein 
dwelt one of the Committee and supporters of 
the Lausanne Bible Society.
I heard with singular satisfaction the gentle­
man from Berlin; because there is no English­
man who goes to Rome but has to record the 
kindness of the Prussian ambassador there, and 
he must feel a respect for an inhabitant of that 
country. That ambassador is now building on 
the heights of the Capitol, and on the very ruins 
of the Temple of Jupiter Optimus Maximus, 
under the sanction of the King of Prussia, an 
hospital for Protestants of all nations: and some 
of the people begin to say, “Surely a heretic 
cannot be such a dangerous being as has been 
represented!”—And I could tell you of a Socie­
ty, which has sent thither 600 copies of the 
Scriptures; that every room in that Protestant 
hospital may be furnished with God’s holy 
word.
From Rome I went to Naples; and there I 
found a great scarcity of books, particularly of 
the Bible. I had left nearly all my books be­
hind me; for such is the alarm which the appear­
ance of a volume makes; that in a large town of 
Italy, even my own Bible was taken from me. 
I remonstrated against it; and on representing 
that I would write home on the subject, I got it 
returned.
And I will here relate an anecdote,which may 
be useful to future travellers. A gentleman, 
who had travelled before me from Rome, 
had taken with him some Bibles, and Testa­
ments, and Tracts; and, without being aware of 
it, he had placed on the top of them a well- 
known book—good old John Bunyan’s Pilgrim’s 
Progress; when the package was opened to be 
inspected by the officers of Excise, they exam­
ined this book, and not being very good Eng­
lish scholars,they knew not what to make of the 
title;—“Bun—Bun—Bunyan’s Pilgrim’s Pro­
gress! What is that?” said one. “Oh,” replied 
the other, “it is some work on the advantage of 
pilgrimages;”—and consequently the whole were 
immediately allowed. Now, I had my regular 
passport, but I venture to say that good John 
Bunyan’s Pilgrim was a better passport for the 
Bible than any other which could have been 
found on that occasion .
For the Gambier Observer1
Mr. Editor,—In drawing my bow at a ven­
ture, it would seem, I have hit my antagonist, 
“Pro Ecclesia,” in a tender spot. I am almost 
disposed to beg his pardon. I can at least as­
sure him that the hit was purely' accidental; I 
hold it to be neither charitable nor profitable to 
deal in personalities. That some portion of 
our communion is composed of individuals 
“whose piety consists in their churchman- 
ship, and who are so unfortunate as to mis­
take exclusiveness for zeal” no candid man will 
deny; but that this portion is small and rapid­
ly diminishing is also true, I did not assert or 
insinuate that my antagonist belonged to this 
class; nor do I now. ***** * «
I think I have just reason to complain of mis­
representation in the following particulars.
1st. He says I “modestly claim your suffra­
ges in behalf of my sentiments.” Whereas in 
fact I “beg the indulgence through the medium 
of your columns to protest against doctrines” 
which I believed to be erroneous.
2d. He says, “he would have us believe that 
the question at issue is, ‘may other denomina­
tions occasionally have the use of our church 
edifices.’ ” And pray, Mr. Editor, is not 
this a fair statement, (although in different 
and fewer words,) of the great question at is­
sue?
3d. He says, “Charity has discovered that 
when churches are consecrated and set apart 
to the worship of God according to the canons 
and liturgy of the Protestant Episcopal church,’ 
they are not to be exclusively devoted to that 
object. 1 he fact is I have neither discovered 
nor professed to discover any' such thing’ but 
on the contrary have discovered that they are 
never so set apart. I raised the question,—a 
question often put to me,—for the purpose of 
answering it. My answer, you will see, by re­
ferring to my communication, was ‘‘No—Not 
by our ritual.” *********
But, I beg pardon sir, for spending so much 
t’tna in “clearing away the rubbish-,'” and hastan
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to. the consideration ot the question;—a ques­
tion so short,—so plain,—so simple that “the 
way-faring man, though a fool, nee n
Every man of sense and candor must Qr
it has nothing to do with our ordina ks’not 
our 23d article, or a^V Qth-
who are ministers ot oui c h ha;e any
«.church our con-
ministers at all; or wh* we shaU loan
gregatllfi^’s to our fellow Christians, or whether
Sus s°to d°1 •But il rmpl^ arks ra,y
‘ loan them it we deem it expedient ? Is there 
any thing in the canons or ritual of our church 
which, expressly or impliedly, forbids it?
I contend not: provided they are used “tor 
the performance of the several offices of religious 
worship.” .
But, because we are not precluded trom 
loaning our churches, does it follow that we are 
bound to do so? By no means. We should, 
in the exercise of a sound discretion, be gov­
erned by local circumstances; having for our 
object the glory of God and the upbuilding of 
the Redeemer’s kingdom.
Your correspondent asks me “where I would 
stop.” I answer, I would stop where they stop­
ped “performing the several offices of religious 
worship,” and building up the cause of Christ 
And now I would ask him one question 
Would he, under any circumstances, attend the 
meeting of any other denomination than his 
own ? I confess I have 60 much charity as to 
believe he would. And if he should, where 
would he stop? Would consistency compel 
him to attend the celebration of high mass, or 
the lecture of the loathsome Fanny Wright, 
the blasphemous Abner Kneeland?—I pause 
for a reply. Charity
Postscript.—What say our Bishops and 
Missionaries upon this question?
ECCLESIASTICAL.
THE PRESENT CONDITION AND CHIEF 
WANT OF THE CHURCH 
Bishop McIlvaine’s Second Charge to the 
Clergy of the Protestant Episcopal Church of Ohio, 
delivered before the nineteenth Annual Convention ot 
the Diocese, at Cleveland, September 9th, 1836.
( Continued, j
Thus have I stated some of what,I think,are pro­
minent causes of that spiritual improvement in our 
Church, which, while we rejoice in it with thank­
fulness, we must ascribe entirely to the mercy and 
grace of God, by the working of His Holy Spirit.
But, Brethren, let the very excellence of this 
benefit make us afraid, lest it should not beget in 
us an humble sense of how much spiritual improve­
ment remains to be attained; a watchful jealousy 
leat we decline from the present progress of*the 
Church, and an earnest, prayerful effort to press 
on after more conformity to the mind of Christ and 
a richer participation in all that constitutes the 
glory of the Church on earth, as “the temple of 
the Holy Ghost” and “the light of the world.”
On thi3 head, I am not without some uneasiness. 
Prosperity is equally a time of danger, whether in 
the case of an individual or a society—a single 
Christian, or an extended Church. The deceitful 
heart which makes the’unsteady head in the solita­
ry pilgrim, is not the lc=>o deceitful bccuuoc a 
multitude of such pilgrims arc associated together 
under the name and organization of a Church.— 
Though “a corigregutionoffaithfulmen,” a Church 
is composed of those who, collectively, as well 
as individually, can continue faithful only, as they 
are “kept by the power of God through faith unto 
Salvation.” Just the snares that lie around the 
path of the single Christian, encompass the goings 
of tho Church. Self-confidence, self-righteous- 
nese, self-complacency, spiritual pride, a formal 
dependence on outward institutions, instead of the 
grace of God, a presumptuous dependence on the 
grace of God, while undervaluing or neglecting 
outward institutions, resting in present attainment 
so as to become insensible to the need of more, sat­
isfied with present protection so as to lay aside 
’watchfulness and to sleep unarmed; thinking of 
ourselves “more highly than we ought to think;” 
all these are evils of which Christians composing 
the Ministry and Laity of the Church, as well ns 
Christians in their separate capacity, are constant­
ly in danger, and by which they may grieve the 
Holy Spirit their Sanctifier,and go backward in the 
race set before them. Therefore let the Church 
that thinketh she standeth take heed lest 6he fall.
I fear there is a tendency among us to a too confi­
dent reliance on the Stability and protecting effica­
cy of our external institutions, to keep out the in­
cursions of essential error, and maintain our Church 
against the thousand undermining and dilapidating 
influences to which in these times of confusion and 
of all disorder, her bulwarks are exposed. 1 love 
to tell her towers; I have marked well her bul­
warks; I see them built upon the rock of divine 
appointment, and after weathering tho storms and 
outliving the convulsions of eighteen centuries,fast 
renewing now the vigour and beauty of their prim­
itive state, but it is only so far as “God is known 
in her palaces as a refuge” that I have confidence 
that she will not partake in the desolations that 
threaten. If our Zion be “built as a city that is 
at unity in itself;” if “her foundations are upon 
the holy hills” and “very excellent things are spo­
ken” of this city of our God; if we think her pos­
sessed of a special adaptation to encounter the rest­
less, insubordinate and innovating spirit of the 
times, let us be humbly thankful; but let us re­
member also, that “except the Lord keep the city 
the watchman wakethbut in vain.” It was when 
the flame of devotion declined at the altar, that 
the strength of Jerusalem grew weak at the gates. 
To be strong in the strength of humility, prayer 
and faith; to ba daily increasing in permanent sta­
bility by daily becoming more rooted and grounded 
in lovo, and “strengthened with might, by the 
spirit, in the inner man,’’ this is now the great ob­
ject to which our attention, as a Church, should be 
most earnestly directed.
I would not draw away one least part of the in­
terest that has been constantly growing, and is 
now more intelligent and general than ever before, 
ln 1 ° .moBt Punctilious and careful keeping up of
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powerfully towards a certain direction than they 
ought—that Satan will take advantage of the dire 
abuse of a noble object and a holy duty, to make 
us insensibly confound the good perverted, with the 
evil to which it is perverted, and cause such dis­
gust with the revival of fanaticism, under the name 
of religion that we shall become less zealous for a 
genuine and general revival of religion, in place of 
fanaticism? Is there no danger that we shall be 
moved by these evils to lay such stress upon so­
briety, that, dullness will ensue, and to feel such 
dread of intemperate efforts that we shall decline 
in zealous efforts—that while we are forced to 
love more and more the “old ways,” we shall not 
seek as we ought, for our whole communnion, a 
new heart and a right spirit, nor set ourselves with 
earnestness/ proportioned to the present abuse of 
the precious influences of the Spirit, to seek by 
more zealous and faithful preaching—by more fer-i 
vent and importunate praying, that the mighty pow­
er of the Holy Ghost may come on the Church of 
a truth, vindicating the honor of religion by the 
excellence of His fruits, and every where raising 
up witnesses of the truth who “by well doing 
may put to silence the ignorance of foolish men.
When in addition to all these considerations, we 
remember the spirit of slumber which, in the opin­
ion of reflecting minds, is fast spreading over the 
Christian community of this country, that intense 
covetousness of worldly gain which has taken such 
possession of the business-part ot the population, 
-leading captivity captive;” that rapid increase of 
worldly-minded indulgence in the pomps and vani­
ties of the world—in “the lust of the eyes and 
the pride of life” with which the sudden increase 
of wealth in the community has been attended; is 
there no reason to fear that we may go on to 
multiply churches and increase the external well­
being of all our institutions and even contribute a 
great deal more, because daily becoming a great 
deal more able, to all enterprizes of benevolence, 
occasionally establishing a new post in the foreign 
missionary field, and God occasionally raising up an 
additional candidate for the toils and dangers of 
the enterprize; while such a spirit of slumber may 
come over the Church as will cause a lamentable 
decline in the purity of her zeal, the fervour of her 
love, the acceptableness of her whole character as 
a light in the world?
But we have not merely to escape the danger 
of declension and hold fast that which we have at­
tained; but greatly to increase in every grace of a 
spiritual Church, before we can be qualified to oc­
cupy that place in the service of Uod to which 
we are called. It is not merely as a conservative 
society that the Church was instituted, but as an 
aggressive host to go forth under the hand of the 
Lord and extend his dominion to the ends of the 
earth. According to this great principle, our 
Church has put herself in battle array as a Mis­
sionary Church. Her array is excellent. In its 
chief features, it isjust that of the days when Apos­
tles led the advance and new victories every day 
crowned their banners. But their battle array was 
not their strength. The life of their host was the 
constraining love of Christ, the strength of their 
host,was a lively faith that first in each soldier over­
came the world within, ai.d so made the whole ar­
my mighty through God to overcome the world 
without. Only let such love be our life, circulat­
ing freely through our whole system ; only let such
faith be our strength, binding in holv subjugatinji 
eacn minister and member to a lifo of faith in the 
Son of God, and our array also will be “mighty 
through God.”
But is this the spirit of our Church at this time?
I acknowledge with gratitude that there is this 
spirit in the Church. How far it pervades the 
Church is another question. It has greatly in­
creased within a few years. It seems to be now 
fast extending. It has raised up missionaries; it 
has taken positions far in advance of the Christian 
camp; it is increasing those means for their sup­
port which man is expected to Siupply, and seeking 
the rest from God. All this is animating. But 
let us beware of too much congratulation. I am 
afraid we are in danger of depending too much on 
thc arrangement for operations, and the men and 
means-, as if the needful spirit of holy anterprize to 
sustain them and to carry them into full effect 
would follow of course. While I hear much of 
the language of just satisfaction with the plan ; I 
would there were a deeper, humbler, more univer­
sal sense of our need of a great deal more of the 
mind of Christ and of devoted love before, that 
plan can be prosecuted with extensive success. 
The general organization of our Church for mis­
sionary movement, admits, perhaps, of but little 
improvement. But, brethren, what vast improve­
ment must be made in the spiritual elevation, the 
simple devotedness of our whole communion if we 
would make the internal qualification of our Church 
for “the high vocation wherewith she is called,” 
in a good degree correspondent to the completeness 
of her external array. Considering her state in 
this respect, by comparison with that of past times 
I see a great deal to comfort us. But when we 
think of the spirit which God expects of His 
Church; and the holy pattern of His love and zea 
and purity “who left us an example that we should 
follow his steps;” when we turn to the world for 
which he died and behold what must be done for 
its conversion; and then consider what God will 
have us to do, how many messengers must be sent 
forth—what self-devotedness and faith and holy 
boldness for Christ is required in them, what con 
secration of worldly substance by members of the 
Church to sustain the cost of the war, and wnat 
a spirit of prayer must breathe throughout our 
congregations, to hold up the hands of a missiona­
ry ministry and draw down upon their efforts that 
increase which cometh only of God; when we con 
sider what indifference to the world and “holiness 
to the Lord” is required of “all sorts and condi 
tions of men” in thc Church, for these ends- is 
there any thing to bid us feel as if we had done 
more than just make a good beginning? Is there not 
every thing to make us feel the necessity and to 
animate us with the earnest desire of a very great 
and universal growth of our Church in the life and 
power of a fervent love and a living faith? Oh ! 
did we only enjoy this most precious blessing • 
could we receive the reviving influences of the’ 
Holy Ghost, descending “as rain upon the 
mown grass—as showers that water the earth ” 
reviving every where the face of the Church ■ 
quickening all her powers to newness of life ’ 
causing ageneral growth in tho u_i- ’
while we neglect the walls and bulwarks, any more 
than we can keep the city by walls and bulwarks; 
without the indwelling of the Spirit of the Lord.
I refer a very large proportion of the great evils 
which have come upon the Protestant communities 
of this age, and the prospect of their alarming in­
crease, to the putting asunder, in a great measure, 
of these two things which God has joined, to be 
carried on together not only in the sacraments, but 
in all the worship and doings of the Church, the 
outward and visible—the inward and spiritual.- 
In seeking the latter, its necessary connexion with 
the former has been too much overlooked. Some 
have laid aside all prescribed externalism as among 
the beggarly elements,” the “childish things 
which a spiritual Church has no need to retain.- 
They have reaped what they sowed. Others, in 
various degrees, have approximated to this extreme; 
some retaining outward institutions in a measure, 
while with an over-jealousy of too much ceremony 
they have gone into too much nakedness, and 
through fear of superfluous form, have grievously 
suffered by an over-done abstraction; and lest they 
should be too much restricted to sameness, have 
opened the door to a spirit of licentious change 
and rash innovation, and in aiming at a primitive 
simplicity, have arrived at a most unprimitive lean 
ness, and to avoid a seeming condemnation of all 
forms but their own as destitute of good, have 
spread the scarcely less injurious idea that if one 
has only the spiritual grace,it matters little to what 
outward form of association under the name of 
Church, he may belong.
Such is the seeding with which the field has been 
gradually “laid down,” in the process of things in 
the Christian community, during the last few years 
more especially. It has sprung up and brought 
forth fruit “after its kind"—“some thirty, some 
sixty, some a hundred fold.” They that sow the 
wind must reap the whirlwind. The harvest 
not passed, but the first fruits have been sufficient 
ly exhibited. The heresies that have grown up 
amidst the fragments of the broken walls and neg 
lected gate-ways of the visible Church,in some parts 
of our Christendom, mocking all efforts to eradi 
catc them; the growing neglect of public worship 
so much complained of; the wandering of the rising 
generation from the paths of their pious ancestry 
the daily decreasing hold of a settled and perma 
nent pastoral ministry, upon the affections of the 
flock; the appetite for change of ministry and the 
facility with which it is effected; the daily en 
croachment upon the office and authority peculiar 
to the ministry and the alarming ^pressure under 
which the Pastor, especially in his choice of expe 
dients for usefulness and in the use of discipline, is 
more and more bowed down into submission to the 
sheep of the pasture, no matter how untaught or 
how misled—the thirst for new and exciting modes 
of preaching and promoting religion; the misera 
ble dryness that produces this outcry for stimulat 
ing measures of relief; the hasty adoption of what 
ever has obtained the repute of a successful con 
trivance for creating excitement, leading to a con 
temptuous laying aside of grave and venerable 
usages,as ifin all the past the Church had been only 
in childhood, and all that adhere to her examples 
were still in infancy; the strifes and divisions that 
have sprung up over this field and are now ripe with 
the seeds of manifold more; the addition of new 
and arbitrary terms of communion, as if the Lord'
table were at the mor„y -<• __ ~
congregation or sect; the unauthorised ministries 
that have taken advantage of the many breaches in 
the wall of the vineyard to enter in and spread the 
infection of deadly errors—the liberty afforded to 
the cold hearted but heated fanatic to stalk 
large, torch in hand, and lay waste the work 
years of patient, faithful labour; raising the flock 
against its shepherd; subdividing congregations till 
each fragment becomes too small to Jive; dropping 
his drag-net into every stream; attracting attention 
by every stratagem; and under the name of con­
verts to Christ, hurrying all that are caught, how­
ever dissimilar in every thing but a public adoption 
of the livery of their leader into a public profes­
sion of religion; while lovers of truth are asham­
ed, the impenitent are hardened, and infidels scoff; 
these bitter things are some of the fruits already 
reaped, for which multitudes of sober-minded Chris­
tians, of all names, are in great mourning, lament­
ing after times that with many have passed away 
—times of order and peace, of government and 
soberness—anxiously casting about for some reme­
dy, or at least some refuge, till this storm be over­
past,
But the harvest is not yet ended. Desolations 
are still determined. The whirlwind is yet to be 
reaped
The beginning of all is to be found a long dis­
tance back; when, for the promoting of a more 
spiritual state of religion, Christians began to un­
dervalue external institutions, putting them at the 
mercy of individual or local caprice and fancy.— 
The beginning, apparently inconsiderable, and un­
observed,, except by a few that were wise, was 
“as the letting out of water.” By making all kin­
dred streams its tributaries it hath swollen to a 
desolating flood. Its first object was a more vi­
tal faith; its last result will be a more hardened 
infidelity. Its exciting cause was in part the fear 
of a supposed remnant? of Popery in the prescrib­
ed forms and dignified ritual of a portion of Protes­
tant Christendom. It will not have run its course, 
before, under an abhorrence of what are compara­
tively only the accidents of Popery, it will have 
adopted all that is evil in its essential nature—the 
formality of godliness without its power; a formal­
ity with fanaticism and all its power, that com- 
passeth sea and land for proselytes, establishing its 
inquisition, and proclaiming its anathemas. Such 
popery, with its miracle-working machinery, and 
its opus operandumof “anxious seats,” and con­
fessions: its dependence upon saints though living, 
for “marvellous things” more than upon the pow­
er of God, its substitution of measures and certain 
talismanic words, for the operations of the Holy 
Ghost, and its effect of satisfying the sinners 
conscience by certain ceremonial conformities 
which each leader, ns the infallible head of his 
party, may have adopted, and which operate like 
an authoritative absolution upon a weak but trou­
bled mind——I opery, such as this, tho essence of 
genuine Popery with a new form and a Protestant 
name doth already work to a most alarming and 
yet unobserved extent.
Now, my Brethren, I have gone thus far into an 
expression of my views of the great importance of 
giving the most permanent and well defined es­
tablishment to the visible things of the Church; of 
the evils arising out of too little externalism and 
that too discretionary; and of the consequences of 
leaving the flock of Christ, unrestrained and un­
protected by a well-fenced and durable fold, that
I might bespeak the readier attention of all the watch­
men upon the walls of our Zion to what I proceed 
most earnestly to press, on the subject of spiritual 
advancement within our borders.
The evils I have described, have gained no foot­
hold within our Church. On the contrary, while 
they have been developing themselves so rapidly 
round us, we have not only been protected against 
them, but have been growing more settled in the 
very things which those evils oppose. This is not 
because we have not within our communion and 
ministry the same natures—the same infirmities 
the same individual tendencies as others; it is not 
because our members are more pious, or in individ 
ual constitution more steadfast and less liable to 
be led away by exciting novelties than all others ; 
but because, as a Church, they are secured by hab­
its of mind engendered and a defence afforded by 
their Church-institutions. Not that our institu 
tions alone have had this effect; but that while we 
opiitted not the keeping up of those defences, God 
has done for us that which we have no reason to 
suppose He would have done, had we neglected 
them.
Permit me here to express the honest belief, in 
all kindness towards any that differ that these in­
stitutions, Episcopal and Liturgical, based upon 
articles of faith so evangelical, so comprehens, ve, 
so catholic, and, on points controverted among 
true Christians, so modrrate, are the only ones that 
bid fair to stand, unmultiiated, the powers which, 
whether we look at things in the religious world 
or things out of the religious world, are more and 
more assaulting the order and government the 
ministry and worship of the 'visible Church. It 
Episcopacy be still stigmatized as “prelatical usur­
pation;” and our beloved Liturgy as breeding a 
dead formality, and the restrictions of our govern­
ment as an odious confinement of Christian liberty, 
let us be patient with these things, carefully obser­
ving the signs of the times, and waiting, in confi­
dent expectation, a day when the friends of good 
government, of sober piety, of dignified worship, 
of catholic doctrine and unity will see reason to be 
thankful that our distinctive institutions were main­
tained, unmutilated by capricious innovation; unac 
commodated to temporary prejudice; preferring to 
be adapted to the wants of all centuries and all 
people, rather than change with the times and vary 
with the tastes of the day.
Meanwhile we are to stand many an onset and 
many a dilapidating, and debilitating tendency.— 
Our institutions will abide, having already endur­
ed many a furnace and survived many a flood, God 
being their author and therefore their keeper; but 
brethren, it behoves us seriously to enquire to what 
our minds should be specially directed for their se­
curity, and how we may best accomplish, in these 
circumstances, the great end of the Church, the 
spread of the Gospel and the salvation of souls'!
One might answer, that we must keep the moat 
sleepleeQ guard upon the integrity of all our insti­
tutions and see that our people are well instructed 
in all their importance and reasonableness. This, 
indeed, is high duty. Let it by all means be done. 
But it is not with us just now the pressing duty. 
It is,not the interest on which, above all things 
else, at this time, the hearts and minds,the prayers 
and labors of our Ministry should be expended.— 
Where we are, in regard to institutions, by all 
means let us “stand-' t but our great matter to see
of righteousness, and the shield of faith, and tak­
ing the helmet of salvation, and the sword of the 
spirit—praying always, with all prayer and sup­
plication in the spirit,” for all saints, but especially 
for our Ministry “that utterance may be given” 
unto them, with more and more boldness and sim­
plicity and love and faith, “to make known the 
mystery of the Gospel.”
It is the spi ritual growth of the Churnh; which, 
in her special circumstances at this time; should 
receive the most earnest solicitude ofher members. 
We are well built lip, in many respects, as a visi­
ble body. We need to be much more built up “a 
spiritual boqse, a holy priesthood, to offer up spir­
itual sacrifices acceptable to God by Jesus Christ.” 
“God, who is rich in mercy, for his great love 
wherewith he Idved us,” hath greatly quickened 
the spiritual character of our Church. Her walls 
are much more composed of “lively stones.” She 
has become in a much greater degree “a habita­
tion of God through the Spirit.” But is there no 
cause to apprehend a deadening effect upon our 
further progress in spiritual attainment from the pe 
culiar circumstances in which we are placed?— 
When so many causes are operating to show the 
evil of a low estimate of the value of a fixed, well 
defined, and palpable system of external appoint­
ments in the Church—when attention to this neg­
lected subject is so fast reviving, and we all feel 
that much of our immunity from the evil alluded 
to, is attributable, under God, to the firmness with 
which our communion has held on to such a sys 
tern; is there no danger of our being led to con­
centrate too much thought and interest on these 
things that are seen and temporal, to a paralysing 
neglect of “things unseen and eternal?”
When in all around there is so much to turn our 
thoughts upon the great value of the institutions 
we have inherited from the wisdom, piety, moder­
ation and steadfastness of our parent Church- is 
there no danger of our contracting a self-compla 
cency, a pride of privilege, a degree of satisfaction 
withwhat we have attained; which will as much pre­
vent that spirit of thankfulness,humility and prayer, 
with which we should always look to God for 
more grace, as it will promote just that spirit of 
Pharisaic and offensive superciliousness with which 
we ought never to look upon a fellow Christian!
.While the name of Revival of Religion is so 
grievously perverted, and efforts to promote what 
is called by it, have brought the purity, soberness, 
and vitality of genuine piety into such disrepute 
by the intemperance of their zeal, the fanaticism of 
their measures, the insipidity of their professed 
fruits, and the ruinous evil of their more perma­
nent consequences; while under the name of seek­
ing the reviving influences of the Holy Spirit, 
-iere is, such boastful dependence upon machinery 
" ..T"® C°ntri,vance’ and in thc preaching that 
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and the self-deceived, and a special zoal for more 
erven piety, the plainest common sense perceives 
so wast a departure from all that is consistent 
the truth, and lovely in the simplicity, of the Gos­
pel, when under the name of fruits of the Spirit 
as proceeding from certain special deyiceg 
s rumen s, we behold such presumption, such spi- 
n ual pnde such evil-speaking, such contempt^ 
all rule and authority, such “wrath, strifes, feffi- 
tions, heresies;” la there no dangcr that these 
things Will affect the mind of our Church more
causing a e eral gro th in the personal holiness’ 
and the living faith of our ministry, and setting 
the affections of our laity upon a much higher 
standard of attainment in the hidden life and 
unreserved devotedness of gertuinc piety—then „hat no. beaut, would .prLd overPo^ e ‘ , tht vM.
nal mtttutioat; what a new impulse w,ould be
<riven to all our sacred enterprizes; how many 
more of our youth would consecrate theTr tal­
ents to the ministry—‘how many more of our 
ministry would rejoice in the sacrifices of the 
missionary— how much more of the worldly pos­
sessions of our people would be held in solemn 
consecration to the glory of God—how many 
more of our laity would be willing to labour in 
self-denying services for the salvation of souls: 
what an increase of divine blessings upon every 
effort of the Church for the promotion of the 
gospel would descend, in answer to the great 
increase of the spirit of humble, importunate 
supplication to God. Is not this the gieat t nng, 
the one thing needful for the Church. Does 
not every Christian heart acknowledge and 
deeply feel that in view of the dangers to be es­
caped, the talents to be improved, and the great 
work to be done, the chief want of the 
church is the far higher elevation of her pub­
lic Christian character that she may walk by a 
nobler standard of single hearted and zealous 
devotedness to the Lord, and this in all ranks of 
the ministry and all classes of the laity. Yes, 
brethren, in these times of all kinds of excite­
ment and of impulse, when there is such impa­
tience for present effect, and comparatively so 
little “patient continuance in well-doing;’ when 
the demand for a wider extension of the sur­
face of Christian influence, without a corres­
ponding attention to the increase of the sup­
ply, while it has made the stream more noisy, 
has also made it more shallow, when the old- 
fashioned way of seeing to the root of the mat­
ter by entering into one’s closet and shutting the 
door, and trying “the ground of the heart,” be­
fore Him “who seeth in secret,” has so much 
given place to things less quiet, more stimulat­
ing and more “seen of men" when the exercise 
of a simple, steady, child-like love to God, as 
sufficient for all good works, is so much over­
looked amidst the variety of temporary expe­
dients for exciting Christians to action; when 
so much of the religion of the day, instead of 
being as “the tree planted by the rivers of wa­
ter that bringeth forth its fruit in due season, 
whose leaf also doth not wither,” is rather as 
the seed that, “fell upon stony places, where it 
had not much earth ; and forthwith sprung up, 
because it had no deepness of earth-, and when 
the sun was up was scorched: and because it had 
no root withered away,” assuredly in such times, 
the chief things to he sought for the Church is 
not greater numbers, but more grace,more holi­
ness; a deeper implantation of the love of God; 
less exposure to the agitations of this open sea. 
by having a stronger hold upon that hope which 
as “an anchor of the soul entereth to that with­
in the vail:” and by having more of that deep 
fastening of godly principle, which, whether the 
tide be high or low, the tempest lulled or rag­
ing, “abideth continually,” fixed on Him “who 
is the same yesterday, to-day and forever.”
Such is the Chief Want of the Church 
at the present time.
And now, my brethren, in conclusion, suffc# 
a few words of affectionate counsel and exhor­
tation.
1st. Beware of being more anxious to add 
numbers to the communion of the-Church, than 
to add “such as shall be saved” and will glorify 
God. There is enough already of such zeal in 
flip rhristifln community, and grievous is the 
ineubut it is placing upon the bosom of the 
Church of Christ,and sad the harvest it is rear­
ing for posterity. If we sow to the flesh, we must 
of the flesh reap corruption. Remember it is 
the faith of the Church, not its multitude, that 
constitutes its strength. A little band, “full of 
the Holy Ghost and of faith,” will do more to 
“overcome the world” than a “mixed multi­
tude,” however immense of the faithless and 
unholy, the worldly-minded and unstable. The 
former have God to go before them, and His 
strength is made perfect in their weakness.— 
The latter are a dead weight upon the host— 
the more helpless, as they become more numer­
ous. When in the army of Gideon there were 
tens of thousands, it was not ready for the bat­
tle. “The people that are with thee, (said fche 
Lord,) are too many for me to give the Midian- 
ites into their hands; whosoever is fearful and 
afraid let him depart.” Not till the thirty and 
two thousand had diminished to three hundred 
true men, did they become “mighty through 
God.” “Not by might nor by power, but by rey 
Spirit saith the Lord.”
Remember the word of the Lord; “ Herein 
is my Father glorified, that ye bear much fruit.” 
It is not the number of branches upon the vine, 
but their fruitfulness that glorifies God and ho­
nors the gospel. We may multiply branches 
and they may be dead, mere deformities and en ­
cumbrances, hindering the growth of better; and 
such as the Lord “taketh atony.” One vine,bear 
ing fruit in its season and well pruned “that it 
may bring forth more fruit,” is of more honor to 
lhehusbandman,than a thousand having “leaves 
only.”
Here, then, you see your calling, brethren.— 
To win souls to Christ, and then to build them 
up in him, that they may be well established in 
the faith, and “not soon moved away from the 
hope of the Gospel.”
To this end, labour that your people may be 
well-grounded in the knowledge of evangelical doc­
trine and in discriminating views of great prac­
tical principles in religion. No broad and settled 
foundation can he laid without such knowledge. 
Neither faith, hope, nor charity, will long 
abide in the Church militant, when “knowledge 
shall vanish away.” Labour to fix in your peo­
ple’s minds clear views of the lost state of mas 
as depraved by nature and condemned for sin 
—clear views of his remedy in the renewal of 
the Holy Ghost -and in justification by faith ; 
clear views of the office of faith in our instant 
reconciliation, and of its fruits in our progres­
sive sanctification: clear views of our need of 
the Holy Spirit to work in us both to will and to 
do of God’s good pleasure, and of our duty, by 
that working to give all diligence to work out 
our own salvation; clear views of Christ, a« 
“made unto us, of God, wisdom and righteous­
ness and sactification and redemption."
Labour to inculcate clear, discriminating 
views of the essential life of a Christian, Mf 
hidden life—“hid with Christ in God”—a life, 
the springs of which are not fed by human ex­
citement ; nor dependent upon human instru­
ments: nor subject to the changes of earthly 
things—a life that draws its nourishment 
within thc vail-, does the chief of its work with­
in the vail-, seeks the sweetest of its joys.w?^1* 
*^evail—a life of “faith that work^th by fove” 
Anacaive jife. but active without fainting.
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because its springs are often becoming fresh and 
new iu secret contemplation and prayer—such 
a life as makes the Christian feel that it is not 
he that lives, but Christ that liveth in him.— 
Teach your people the way to Christ in every 
thing, and for every thing. Be much in the 
habit in your ministry of carrying out this hid­
den life into various applications of its principle 
shewing, byline upon line, the several practi­
cal results to which it leads in spirit and action, 
in private and public, in domestic and social re­
lations. More instruction is needed without 
more exhortation—more exposition of scripture 
and less formal dissertation—more distinct set­
ting forth of doctrines by their practical bear­
ings, and of practice as connected with, and 
only resulting from, the great doctrines of the 
gospel. We need to have more sowing of the 
seed of the word as it comes fresh and immedi- 
diately from the Bible, and less of that admix­
ture of man’s wisdom in which they who deal at 
second hand are so apt to exhibit it.
Let your preaching, my brethern, in these 
days especially, be much upon the distinctive 
features of the Christian character; the evi­
dences of a new heart, the various counterfeits 
under which delusion may be masked; the duty 
and evidence of growth in grace. Imitate your 
Master in bringing every hidden affection to the 
test of its fruits. Measure it by its obedience to 
whatsoever the Lord hath commanded.
Labour to promote a great deal of secret 
prayer. How many lamps go out because they 
are not fed by such prayer. How has the most 
fine gold become dim, because of neglect of the 
praying that is ‘'without ceasing—that always 
prays ‘‘and never faints." You cannot do a bet­
ter work for the revival of religion and the glo­
ry of God than to promote a more steady hab­
it and a more earnest spirit in secret prayer.
For all these ends, brethren, you need no new 
instruments or devices; but only that you use 
the old ones with which Paul fought his good 
fight, and Timothy did the work of an evangel­
ist, with more of their devoted, fervent, believ­
ing mind. ‘ Preach the word: be instant in sea­
son.” “Study to show yourselves approved un­
to God, workmen that need not be ashamed, 
rightly dividing the word of truth.” “Let the 
word of Christ dwell in you richly in all wisdom.” 
“Be instant in prayer.”
But what can ye do except ye be holy 1— 
How can ye shine as lights in the world, to pro­
mote the growth of your people and the reviv­
al of religion and the advancement of the 
Church in all spirituality of mind, except ye 
be holy! How can ye recommend the unspeak­
able preeiousness of Christ and the joy unspeak­
able ot his great salvation, except as ye know 
him and are daily receiving out of his fulness ! 
Follow after more holiness, if ye would attain 
more usefulness! Who can calculate what 
fruits of blessedness the ministry would be daily 
yielding; how the life, vigour, glory of the 
Church would increase, if to be spiritually 
minded, to be constrained by the love of Christ 
and crucified with him—to walk with God—to 
be dead to the world; and “holy in all manner 
of conversation,” were much more the hunger­
ing and thirsting ot those who preach the word. 
“Be ye holy, because the Lord your God is 
holy.”
And "JVoiv the (jrod oC peao.p. that hrnnght 
again from the dead, our Luni Jesuo on. lot, 
that great Shepherd of the sheep, through the 
blood of the everlasting covenant,make you per­
fect in every good work, to do his will, working 
in you that which is well pleasing in his sight, 
through Christ Jesus; to whom be glory forever 
and ever. Amen.”
Notice to Subscribers.—In consequence of a new ar. 
rangement to be made in respect to the publication of the 
next volume of the Gambier Observer, it becomes necessary 
to call on all who are indebted to the Western Episcopal 
Press for that paper to make immediate payment. The 
Bills will be forwarded with the next paper to all who are 
indebted to the Press, which, it is hoped, will receive 
prompt attention. Payment may be made either to the 
Rev. M. T. C. Wing, or to the R»v. Joseph Muenscher, 
agent for the Press.
QZJ’ It is proper to assure subscribers, that a principal ob­
ject of the new arrangement will be to secure lest irregularity 
in the time of issuing the Observer.
Gambier, Sept. 30t/i 1836.
T H E O B S E R V K R .
GAMBIER, WEDNESDAY, SEPT. 28, 1836.
Missionary meeting at Cleveland.—On the Sunday
• veiling after the adjournment of Convention Sept, 11th, 
tha Rev Dr. Milnoy the General Agent of the Foreign 
Committee addressed a meeting assembled in Trinity
Chureh on the subject ofhis agency. A collection was made 
amounting to ^123 00. This sum shovdd not be taken as 
the true index of the interest felt in the congregation on 
the subject of missions. In the plan of weekly offerings, 
which has been adopted pretty generally in Ohio, the 
eontrihutions of the Church are gathered in at regular in­
tervals without noise nnd excitement; and where this is 
the case the object of the public meeting, and the bu sines’ 
of the Agent is not so much to collect funds, by appeals to 
(xcited fecling,at to spread information,teach Christian du­
ty on this point,and thus bringup the Church to understand 
and systematically act upon the obligations imposed by 
>er Lord and Master. We have understood that the week­
ly offerings of Trinity Church for missions have amounted 
the present year to upwards of $400.
Observance of the Sabbath.—The following revolu­
tions were reported to our late Convention by • Committee 
appointed on the subject. They were adopted nearly un­
animously and ordered to be published in the Observer. 
We trust the recommendation will be universally complied 
with, and that the obligation to “ keep holy the Sabbath 
day,” will be more deeply impressed upon the conscience 
of every Episcoplian in Ohio.
The Committee to whom was refered the resolution 
respecting the Lord’s day respectfully Report—That they 
look upon the desecration of the holy Sabbath in our Coun­
try with serious apprehension,and deem It the solemn duty 
of this and every Christian Church to lift up their voice 
against it.
The increase of travelling facilities, the multiplication 
of rail roads, canals, steam boats and stage routs within the 
Ja«t few years they believe to be one of the principal caus­
es of this desecration and the continued increase of such 
facilities and a certain pledge that this violation of the 
Sabbath will increase with a corresponding rapidity unless 
a strong moral sentiment is raised up against it. Believ­
ing therefore as they do, that the Sabbath is of such im­
portance that Christianity and the Sabbath must stand or 
/all together and that the Christian Church is able te raise 
up a strong moral sentiment against its deseeration, the 
Committee recommend the adoption ot the following 
Resolutions.
Resolved, That the common excutes, such as want of 
time, the article of expense, the anxiety to reach home 
ft*, which are usually urged to justify Sunday travelling 
are almost always invalid and sueh as most men would 
blush to urge in justification 0/violating any other com­
mand of the moral law.
Resolved, That the Clergy and Laity of this Church 
use their special efforts to promote, the former by preach­
ing, and both, by example and influence and conversation, 
♦he more conscientious observance of the 41st Canon of 
the General Convention whieh reads thus;— i
RELIGIOUS INTELLIGENCE.
Massachusetts—The Journnl of the Convention of 
the Church in Massachusetts was duly received ; and we 
adopt tho following notice of it from the Gospel Messen­
ger : —
“The Annual Convention of the Church in this State 
was held in Boston on the fifteenth and sixteenth days of 
June last. We have just received the journal of its pro­
ceedings. It is a large and neatly executed pamphlet; and 
the reports, though defective, are quite as full as any wo 
have lately seen. A tabular abstract gives infant baptisms 
340; adults, 3(k communicants lost by • :ath and removal, 
146; added, 209; present number, 1,913—fifteen parishes 
out of thirty-nine give imperfect reports under this head. 
Confirmations, 118; marriages, 116; burials, 253; Sun­
day School scholars, 2,288, members of Bible classes, 
293; missionary societies, 22; collections, $8,725 12.
“The plan of a Theological Seminary to be established 
in the State, has received great encouragement, the sum of 
$26,000 dollars has been secured, and the effort is now 
to he continued till a fund of $50,000 shall be obtain­
ed.”
Mrs. Hill.—We are informed that Mrs. Hill embark­
ed yesterday for Greece. The Rev. Mr. Vaughan; the 
Foreign Secretary of the Board of Missions, accompanied 
her to the Hook, where he took leave of her.— Churchman.
Marriage of the Rev. Mr. Lockwood—Married at 
Batavia, in the Island of Java, on the 17th of February 
last, the Rev. Henry Lockwood, Missionary to China, of 
the Domestic and Foreign Missionary Society of the Prot. 
Episcopal Church in the United States, to Miss Sarah So­
phia Medhurst, eldest daughter of the Rev. W. IL Med- 
hurst, Missionary of the London Missionary Society to the 
same place.—lb.
Bequest* to the Moravian Missions.— Two benefac­
tions of £10,000 each have recently been made to the 
United Brethren’s Missions—one by Mrs. Sophia Vansit- 
tart, the other by a sister of Lord Bexley. In the com­
mittee room of the Basle institution, (says the Missionary- 
Register) are suspended on the walls, portraits of 98 Mis­
sionaries sent forth by the German branch of this Society to 
the heathen world, in the last nineteen years. Of these 
missionaries, seventy-five are still laboring in different parts 
of the world, but chiefly in India. A noble example this! 
How should they blush in the contemplation of it whose 
numbers and wealth so much exceed those of the few and 
poor Moravians.— Christian Witness.
Signs or the Times.—By an examination of a file of 
London papers just come to hand, we have received intel­
ligence which cannot fail of exciting strong emotions of 
joy in those who love the Lord Jesus Christ in sincerity. 
There seems to he a great and growing restlessness upon 
the part of God’s people, excited by the fearful apathy 
which has too long existed in the Church.
For some time past exertions have been made by the 
Established Church to work a change in the public mind 
with regard to the desecration of the Lord’s day. Socie­
ties have been extensively formed in England for the bet­
ter observance of that day of sacred rest. But as nothing 
effectual could be accomplished in remedy of an evil coun­
tenanced by the existing laws of the-kingdom, both houses 
of parliament have been addressed on the subject, and pe­
titions laid at the foot of the throne, beseeching the king 
o lend his aid in giving honor and reverence unto Him by 
whom all kings reign. Much has been done in this way 
indirectly, in effect upon the publio mind, but still much 
remains to be done directly, and which can alone be ac­
complished by persevering, strenuous, and legal effort.
‘all persons within this Church shall celebrate and keep 
the Lord’s day, commonly called Sunday, in bearin'* the 
word of God read and taught, in private and public prayer, 
in other exercises of devotion and in acts of charity, usin'* 
all godlyand sober conversation”—and that it be recommend­
ed to the Clergy to bring the subject before the minds Of 
their people on the twentyeth Sunday after Trinity.
Ordination—On Sunday the 11th inst. the interesting 
services of our late Convention were closed by the ordin­
ation by Bishop Mcllvaine of fifteen Candidates—three 
to the office of deacon and , twelve to that of Priest. Messrs 
A. Clark, N. E. Spencer and T. II. Quinan, were or. 
dained Deacons, and the Rev. Messrs II. Dyer, S. A. 
Bionson, H. S. Smith, A. Edwards, W. Granville, J. L. 
Ilarrison, W. II. Newman, J. T. Eaton, A. Bledsoe, E. 
Punderson, T. M. Leavenworth and Thomas Barrow, 
were ordained Priests, the candidates were presented by 
the Rev. Wm. Sparrow.
This we believe to be the largest ordination in the Epis­
copal Church of the United States, and speaks much in 
favor of the progress of our Church in Ohio.
To Correspondents—The reply of “Charity,” we 
have thought it right to insert; though we'have taken the 
liberty to omit a few sentences, not materially affecting his 
argument, but needlessly severe, and personal. As “Pro 
Ecclesia” has declared his determination not to extend the 
discussion further,it will of course end with this reply of 
“Charity. We trust “Charity” will continue to favour 
us with his communications. There are subjects of inter­
est, in respect to which “a word in season” is called for, 
jn the discusion of which his pen may be usefully employ, 
ed, without danger of provoking unfriendly feeling or per­
sonal recrimination. Of this “more excellent way” “Pro 
Ecclesia” has set a good example in our present number.
I he Bishop of London is exerting the whole weight of 
his influence in behalf of this object in the city of London, 
and has used and is still using his utmost energy among his 
peers in the furtherance of this holy work.
The larger cities in England have also begun to consider 
the magnitude of the evil of Sabbath-breaking, and have 
set about providing remedies, as far as is in their power. 
Interesting and minute statistical accounts have bean made 
and published, detailing the extent of the evil, the causes 
which have produced and increased the carelessness which 
prevails upon this subject in the minds of so many, and 
setting forth the remedies which must be applied to stay 
and eradicate this great and national sin. These reports 
have been published, sanctioned by names influential wher­
ever they might he sent, distributed far and wide through 
the United Kingdom, and followed by earnest, impressive 
and persevering appeals of the local clergy, so that it might 
not fail of success.
I his plan has been so far effectual in its operation upon 
the public mind that the House of Commons has felt its 
influence extensively, and manifested its willingness to 
co-operate in the plan in its legislation, by incorporating 
in the charters granted to rail-road companies and other 
associations for public accommodation, the express proviso, 
that such companies shall suspend their operations upon 
the Lord’s day. These bills have in many instances been 
rendered nugatory by the non-concurrence of the House 
of Lords, which, as a body, is not yet sufficiently enlight­
ened to perceive the propriety of yielding obedience to the 
laws of God.
While, however, there is such a renovating spirit abroad 
and so extensively pervading the land, it is to be hoped, 
nay it is almost certain, that those who are in authority 
and exalted above the great mass of those who fear the 
Lord, may yet be made to feel that the “fear of the Lord 
is the beginning of wisdom.”
Those to whom the Sabbath is a delight, holy unto the 
Lord and honorable, will rejoice to know that in Great 
Britain, there is tenderness of heart upon the subject, which 
prompts to energetic effort and solemn protestation against 
its desecration. With such 3 fact before our eyes, may we 
not expect the fulfilment of the promise which is made to 
those who turn away their feet from doing their pleasure 
on His holy day—that God will cause them to ride upon 
the high places of the earth and feed them with the herit­
age of Jacob.—Episcopal Recorder.
Notice.—The undersigned, having been appointed “Re­
ceiving Agent” for Ohio by the Committee for domestic 
Missions, will receive donations for that department of the 
Missionary work, and transmit the same monthly to the 
Treasurer in New York.
M. T. C. WING.
Gambier Sept. 26, 1836.
Bishop Mcllvaine’s Charge.
JUST published at this office, Bishop Mcllvaine'» second Charge to the Clergy of the Protestant Episcopal Church of Ohio, delivered before the Nirteteenth Annual Conven­
tion of the Diocese, at Cleveland, Sept. 9th. 1S36. Or­
ders for copies addressed to Rev. M* T. C. Wing will be 
duly attended to. The price is $800 a hundred or 10 cts 
single copy.
Gambier, Sept. 19. 1836.
List of Letters
Remaining in the Post Office October 1st 1836.
James Binning, Mrs. M. A. Bronson, Mrs. II. Bledsoe, 
Mrs. Mariah Cox, W. W. Clarke, Thomas Dixon, H. W. 
Davis, Albam Foote, Miss Eliza Ferreell, J. E. Goodrich, 
Luther Jones, John Harden 2, Henry Lybarger, A. L. 
Mehurin, Simon Litzenburg, Andrew Clayton, James B. 
Craeken, R. II. Nash, James McCurdy, Annanias Mul- 
fold, Robert Moore, W. H. Moore, L. D. Shoemaker, 
Wm. McScott 2, T. S. Stocket, Air 10s -Lines Sliymp. Wjn 
A. Thompson, C. C. lownsentl, Mr. Kesleyjr, KoSdt? At 
Bicking, Isaac Wright, John Wier, Thomas Gore.
M. T. C. WING, P. M.
Gambier, October 1st 1836.
The French Protestants.—The Courier Francois has 
the following:—“The Protestants of the Aveyron, tired 
of making useless appeals to the local authorities for pro­
tection against the insults and menaces to which they have 
for some time been subjeeted, have at length applied to the 
Minister of Public Worship for redress. They require 
that the existing laws be enforced, and that the exercises of 
their worship be ensured to them. This state of things, 
though not of recent date,has become much worse since the 
late pastoral visit of the Bishop of Rodez, when the May­
ors and their Deputies, the Sub-Perfects, Presidents, Jud­
ges, and others, threw themselves at the feet of the Bishop, 
and some of the Protestants were even forced to range 
themselves under the banner of their parish, and receive 
the benediction on their knees. The ceremonies of the 
Catholic religion having again become public, the Protes­
tants have been obliged to adorn their houses with tapestry 
and all soldiers and persons employed by the Government 
forced to join in the processions, whatever their religion ; 
and there is reason to apprehend that every citizen, without 
distinction, will be obliged to do the same. On all sides 
immense crosses, with the figure of Christ, as large as life, 
with the wounds displayed, are erected on the public ways, 
and the Protestants will be compelled to prostrate them­
selves before them, or run the risk of exciting the populace 
against them.”
New Zealand. We learn from an article in the Moral 
Reformer for the last month, that through the philanthro­
pic exertions of the Wesleyan Methodists and other friends 
of temperance in New-Zealand, the traffic in ardent spi­
rit is likely to be abolished—and any person who shall 
hereafter, without due notice, import, land, or sell spirits, 
will expose himself to a fine of .£50.—Merc. Jour.—
Papistical Mission*—“We understand upon very good 
authority,” says the London Christian Remembrancer, 
“that a number of Roman Catholic Priests have been for 
some time engaged in studying the Welsh language with 
the intention of commencing a Roman Catholic Mission 
in the principality. In furtherance of this object also, a
the simple-minded Cambrians, whose ignorance will render 
them an easy prey to the wiles of the enemy.
The Bishop of Gloucester has recently ordained five 
“illiterate men,” that is, persons without an University de­
gree.
Peking Gazette. — lltli noon, 8th day, Dec. 27, 1835__
Now, says the emperor, the time for the year to enter in­
to the winter season has arrived, yet snow has not yet fal­
len in Peking, this is an affair of the deepest concern. I 
order that from the priests of the Taou sect, of the briglit- 
Iy-splendid palace, some he chosen to go to the emi- 
nently-lofty palace, and there erect an altar, and pray with 
sincere and fervent hearts. On the eleventh day of the 
moon spread the altar, and I the emperor, will myself go 
and burn incense.
The names of eight Tartar officers are then given, who 
are to relieve each other, two and two, in watching, and 
all night burning incense. And Changlang is to continue 
constantly there. *On the 18th of the moon another edict 
was issued, the contents of which wore as follows.
“On the 11th of the moon, 1, the emperor, was myself 
burning incense on the alt.Ir of the eminently lofty palace, 
praying with a pure and fervent spirit, hoping and trust­
ing in the merciful love of heaven, when help came down 
from above, and the snow and rain immediately descended 
and continued gently during tho night; thus I may hap 
pily hope for fully saturating falls. I am deeply affected 
and sincerely thankful for this favor. I order to immedi­
ately remove the altar; and I direct Tun-tsinwang (his 
brother) to go to the eminently-loftv palace, and return 
sincerely-grateful thanks; and to respond to heaven’s fa­
vor let the Taousze chant their hymns. And I order the 
Tartar servants of the imperial household to reward them 
according to law. Respect this.”
* The meteorological phenoinona of a heavy fall of snow 
this winter in Canton about'six weeks after its scarcity in 
Peking, are worthy of notice.
SUMMARY,
Milwaukie.—Twelve months ago, and this place had no 
existence, the land being owned by government. Now 
there are in the place from 50 to CO frame buildings finish­
ed, besides fronU 60 to 70 under contract, and a popula­
tion of from 500 to 600 inhabitants. This place is but 
little more than eight months old, and already contracts 
amounting to forty-seven thousand dollars arc entered in­
to, for grading the streets on both sides ot the river, and 
constructing a bridge over the Menominee. A steam­
boat is also being built by the inhabitants, to run on the 
Milwaukie river. This is going ahead.—Detroit Adverti­
ser.
Florida. — A letter from Garey’s Ferry, Florida, dated 
the30th of July, which we find in the Eastport (Maine) 
Sentinel, gives the following appaling picture of the sick­
ness prevailing there. The letter is from an officer in the 
army :
“You have seen by the papers that a great deal of sick­
ness exists at this place. The half is not known. The 
people come in here for protection from all quarters, and 
there are now some 7 or 800—they had comfortable homes, 
and the conveniences of life, but were compelled to leave 
all behind—here they have built huts, which keep out nei­
ther the sun nor rain, and it rains every afternoon most vi­
olently. Added to this the measles broke out among them 
and their insufficient shelter cause colds—death has reged 
among them most frightfully—80 or 90 have died within 
the last five or six weeks, and it is supposed that no less 
than 200 are now sick with measles, ague and fever, and 
cholera morbus: the latter takes off adults as well as chil­
dren. I have to day been in the huts ot some 300 or 400 
of these miserable creatures—my heart bleeds, and no 
tongue could tell the sufferings I have witnessed, and the 
tales of woe I have heard. Ina hut ten feet square would 
be three or four places for beds, that is, four sticks driven in 
the sand, and poles laid across for boards to rest upon—on 
them, some hard beds and others nothing but a blanket.— 
The occupants of these beds were the most distressing ob­
jects 1 ever saw—some emaciated with the cholera morbus 
—some almost burning with fever—others again having 
taken cold with the measles, were swollen most frightfully. 
There were from two to six sick in each of the huts that 
I visited. In one instance, the father and mother were 
both dead, leaving fie* children, all tick, the oldeet being
thirteen, and these poor creatures were obliged to help each 
other as well as they could.”
Died, on the 13th inst., at Staten Island, N. Y., Col 
Aaron Burr, formerly ,Vice President of the United 
states, in the 81st year of his age
At Brooylyn, New York on Sunday afternoon, 11th 
inst. in the 46th year ofhis age, Colonel John M. Gam­
ble, of the United States Marine Corps, and commandant 
of that station. Col. Gamble was a distinguished officer 
of the late war, he served under Com. Porter in the Paci­
fic, and was commander of the Marines on boardthe U. S. 
frigate Essex at the time of her action with the British 
squadron under the command ofj Com. Hilyard off the 
harbour of Valparaiso, in the year 1814?.—Presbyterian.
Cotton Crop of Mississippi—The Vicksburg, (Miss.) 
Register estimates the present cotton crop of that state at 
one hundred millions of pounds, and in value at from 15 
to 18 millions of dollars. The advance of the Mississippi 
in wealth and population, during the last five years, is al­
most unparalleled. According to the Grand Gulf Adver­
tiser, the last has doubled while the first has more than 
quadrupled, during this period. The population of the 
state is now said to number 328,000 persons,
Rathbun's Forgeries. —A letter from Buffalo, published 
in the Albany Argus of Friday, thus speaks of the amount 
of these forgeries, “I am credibly informed that it is now 
ascertained by an examination of his . papers, that from 
the commencement of his forgeries to the present time, 
they amount to about $7,000,000! No crime of the same 
magnitude, is, I believe, on record. Fauntleroy, in Eng­
land, although exceeding all European experience, did 
not more than equal one-tenth part of that amount. But 
it excites my wonder how such a course of conduct should 
be continued for two or three years, to so great an extent, 
without giving rise to some suspicion. Yet none seems 
to have been excited, or if excited, to have been made 
public. It is true, that there were many who supposed 
that bankruptcy would be the end of h,m, but none seem 
to have anticipated the truth, in its whole extent. He says 
that for the last four months he has lived in constant dread 
of an explosion—has felt as if he had stood before a loaded 
cannon,with its match slowly burning. To postpone the 
explosion, he has been obliged to continue and enlarge his 
evil practices, until their extent gives him a painful eleva 
tion above all other criminals.”
A slight shock of an Earthquake was felt in Milledge­
ville and its vicinity on the morning of the 17th.
A body of hostile Creek Indians had been completely 
destroyed in Lowndes county, Georgia—being the last 
that was known to have crossed the Chattahoochee.
Although the wheat crop is a total failure in the region 
of country east of the Alleghanies, from Virginia to New 
York, it is truly gratifying to hear that the deficiency and 
loss will be in a great degree compensated by the abundant 
yield of other products which happily fall in as substitute 
for the former. The growing crops of Corn and Buck­
wheat are spoken of in various districts as promising ex­
traordinary returns to the agriculturist.—Baltimore Ameri­
can.
Missions.—The bills drawn by the American missiona­
ries in India for their own support and to sustain their 
operations have grown to so much importance as to be 
quoted in the regular price current. The Singapore price 
current of March 25, quotes as follows.—“Exchanges— 
Scotch Bank Bills on London at 60 days sight, to the 
amount of about $5,000, have been sold at 4s, 4d., and 
Amietean Missionary Bills at 3 months at 4s. 5d. pr Spa­
nish dollars.—Evangelist.
A Monster.—The keel of a steamboat of 700 tons, has 
been laid at Buffalo, nt theship-yard of Mr. John Carrick. 
Being owned by the enterprising citizens of Buffalo, she 
is to assume the name of that flourishing city. Her keel 
•is to be 180 feet in length, on deck 195 feet, and 29 feet, 
beam. Her engine of 190 horse power, 16 feet cylinder 
and 9 feet stroke, has already been manufactured.—Pres­
byterian.
Washington, Aug. 29—Our French Relations.—We 
are gratified to learn, through a gentleman of high stand­
ing in Paris, and one intimate with the councils of the 
King, that a Minister is to be sent to this country, to re­
store our diplomatic relations, and at the same time the 
cordial and kind feeling which ought always to subsist be­
tween the two nations.— Globe.
The value of flour annually manufactured in the state 
of New York is estimated at twenty millions of dol- 
t. ars. ,
Lucifer Matches--- A gentleman of the Unitea Oiates
Army bought a box of chlorate Lucifer matches and placed 
them on his parlor window. On the ensuing morning 
wishing to light 3 cigar, he took up the box, when imme­
diately on opening it, the air rushed in, and the whole con­
tents ignited with a slight detonation, burning his hand, 
and setting fire to several papers near him.
This is published solely to put people on their guard, 
and may aeoount for a number of fires in this city, the 
causes of which have hitherto been involved in mystery. 
The truth of the circumstance is sure.— Transcript.
The number of deaths from assassination and unknown 
causes in the city of New Orleans, within the last year, is 
reported by the Police of that city at one hundred and thir­
ty!
More than nine million dollars of revenue have been 
collected at the port of New York within the last two 
quarters of the present year.
The amount of revenue accrued at the port of Boston 
last month was $606,083—an increase of $28,941 over the 
same period last year.
It is stated that there has been expended in Buffalo, for 
building, within the past year, one million thirteen thousand 
dollars.
Speculation.—“Well, how are the folks getting on in 
your country,” said we to a resident of the interior of this 
state. “O finely,” said he, “many of the people after
three weeks absence, have returned from the far West__
having purchased every thing up to the Rocky Mountains, 
and are now so rich that they talk of casting every man in 
the poor house, who is not worth more than $100,000.”— 
Presbyterian.
We gave, a few days since the national debt of England 
Russia, France, Austria, Prussia and Turkey, as taken 
from an English Journal. We now give the population 
of the same countries taken from the same'source. Gieat 




A new scheme of emigration is in agitation among the 
British philanthropists, i.e. speculators, which will, we 
hope, act as a safety valve to our own country. The pro­
ject is to settle twelve millions of acres, whieh have been 
secured in a high and healthy region, abounding in all the 
tropical fruits, by the government of Guatemala, for the 
use of the colonists. The price of the land is to be 10s. 
each, for lots of 40 acres, and uncleared land at half the 
price. The first settlement is to be made on the south 
bank of the river Cajabon, which runs through the Lake 
Duce, into the bay of Honduras. Whilst we hail with 
satisfaction the arrival on our shores of the good and thS 
industrious, the well behaved and the sober, not only from 
Britain, but from every other country, we must express a 
hope that in their new undertaking, these philanthropists 
will make provisions for some of the paupers who find their 
way here at the expense of the parishes at home, and be­
come a dead weight on onr communities. It would he a 
good notion for the parish officers to purchase a district iu 
Guatemala, and people it with their paupers, as the ex. 
pense would be light and their consciences would be free 
from the charge of inflicting a serious wrong upon others 
as they do by pursuing their present course—Balt. Am
foreign.
From Texas.—A report is, or has been flying about that 
Santa Anna had escaped from the Texans. Nobody seems 
to put much faith in it. Oddly enough, however, with 
this report comes another, that charges have been formally 
preferred against the president of Texas, Burnet, of high 
treason; one of the specifications being that he had released 
Santa Anna.
There is no confirmation of the reported escape of San­
ta Anna, or of the advance of tire Mexican army into Tex­
as.
Texas.—The Cincinnati Whig contains the following 
interesting paragraph :
Charge of Treason against the President of Texas. — A 
Captain of the Texan Army, now in this city, directly 
from Texas, informs us that charges had been formally 
preferred against Mr. Burnet, the President of lexas, for 
Treason. The charges were signed by General Lamar, 
General Rusk, and nearly all the principal officers of the
Texan army. _ v j eRumors are afloat that General Urrea, at the bead of 
14,000 Mexicans, it advancing on Texas, and at the last
advices was within 65 miles of Nacogdoches. The Te1* 
an army is supposed to consist of about 3,000 men. Rei 
port says further, that Santa Anna has escaped.
Spain.—A letter from Madrid announces that the
Queen Regent has just given J00 millions of rials to 
the treasury, out of the large fortune left herby the King 
Ferdinand, and which was deposited at the bank of Eng­
land.
An insurrection took place at Malaga on the night of 
the 25th of July, which resulted in the Massacre of the 
Civil and Military Governors of that city, and the complete 
triumph of the partizans of M. Mendizahal.—New York 
Mercury.
Commerce of the Sandwich Islands. —According to an 
authentic statement published in the Boston Mercantile 
Journal, the amount of imports into the port of Honolulu 
during the year 1834, was $272,000, as follows: —
From the United States of America,
Valparaiso and Sima, ’ $82,090
„ Coast ot California, 62 000
chi.na’ , 4.2’fioo
Society and other South Sea Islands, 4,000 
America and England, per whale ships, 20,000 
New Zealand and New South WaleS) 19 000 
Columbia River and Russian ^Settlements, 10,000 
The exports during the same period were valued at 
$265,000, consisting of sandal wood, sea otter skins, hides 
oils, &e. and provisions furnished to whale ships.
The foreigners residing at Honolulu own one ship, one 
barque, five brigs and seven schooners, all of which are en­
gaged in the trade to California, the Russian settlements 
and China. During 1834, the number of vessels which 
entered the port was 99 American and 17 English whale 
ships, 9 merchant ships and 27 brigs.
Trade with Russia. — But few persons not engaged in 
mercantile business, are aware of the immense trade which
is carried on with Russia--- During the year 1832, 33, 34
and 35, the quantity of sugar, principally from Cuba and 
the Brazils, which was imported into St. Petersburg!), 
averaged about 25,000 tons annually. The greater part of 
this was conveyed to St. Petersburg!) in American vessels. 
A considerable quantity of sugar was also carried to Riga 
and Archangel, during the same period. The total value 
of the importations during the year 1834, was 218,093,- 
352 rubles. The exports during the same period amount­
ed to 230,419,880 rubles, thus exceeding the imports by 
12,326,528 rubles. Great encouragement is given by the 
Emperor Nicholas to manufactures, which are increasing 
in a very remarkable degree—and the time will soon ar­
rive when Russia will be less dependent on England for 
articles of convenience or luxury than at present—Boston 
Merc. Jour.
Execution of Alibeau. — By the Paris papers of Saturday 
and Sunday, we learn that the trial of Alibeau took place 
on Friday and Saturday. Nothing transpired on the i«- 
vestigation to implicate any other person in his detestable 
scheme; nor was any thing made known by the trial, with 
which the public is hot already acquainted. He calmly 
throughout admitted that it was his design to kill the king, 
and he ascribed his determination to the manner in which 
the government had, in his opinion, trodden down the li­
berties of France, aud suppressed the insurrections.
A great number of witnesses were examined, who in 
general spoke well of Alibeau in other transactions, giving 
him a character for generosity and honorable feeling, which 
did not, however, seem incompatible with sometimes living 
on others. He evidently wished to play the hero, and 
claimed the right to kill the king because Brutus slew 
Ctesar. There does not seem to have been one extenuating 
circumstance brought to light by the trial, and the Court 
sentenced him to be beheaded,and treated as a parricide.— 
Prot Vindicator.
Algiers, June 26—The question as to the fate of Algiers 
being • decided, several wealthy houses of Marseilles have 
sent over agents for forming agricultural, commercial, and 
industrial establishments. The plain is tranquil. Tho 
harvest is going on well, and promises to he abundant.— 
The hopes of the colonists are quite restored. The parti­
sans of our Bey of Medeah sustain their courage, and keep 
the field with success. The late occurrences, at the Tafna 
and Trcmecen have contributed greatly to encourage them. 
The building of houses and the widening of the streets 
at Algiers are going on with great activity. — London Re­
cord.
The number of suicides in Paris, during 1825, was 229, 
of which 73 were committed by females.
A Toulon letter of the 27th July, announces tho arri­
val in that roadstead of the Chimore steam packet from 
Algiers with 118 Arab prisoners, who are to he sent to 
Marseilles. «
On the 23d July a vessel laden with goods for the Fair 
at Beaucaire, and having on board 54 passengers struck 
on the rock ca’led the Maramouche, on the Rhone, wh ch 
the small town of Saint Audeol, and almost instantly sunk; 
Twenty-three of the persons on board perished, and so 
sudden and unforeseen was the shock, that three of the 
watermen themselves were drowned. The goods were en­
sured to the amount ot 400,000l'r.; a very small part, it is 
said, can ever be recovered from the river.
A Temperance society has been formed at Amiens. The 
Society held a general meeting a few days ago, and an­
nounced that M. Dutrone, Counsellor of the Royal Court 
of Armeins, had founded a prize for the best Essay on 
the Question ;—“What are the possible effects of Temper­
ance Societies upon the agriculture, manufacture, and com­
merce of France, considered with regard to its internal and 
foreign relations ?”
A joint stock company has been formed at Paris, with 
a capital of 500,000 francs, for the purpose of publishing 
editions of standard works. A joint company of this de­
scription should he formed iu out eountry. Should a few 
of our enterprising booksellers identify themselves with the 
experiment, we have no doubt it would succeed.—Detroit 
Journal.
Extinction oj Poland.—The Russian Government takw? 
every son of a Polish family, except one, as a recruit, thus 
multiplying the chances of extinction to the Polish popu­
lation, It lends money to Russians and even to Jews, for 
the purpose of buying up the lands of the Poles in distress, 
of whom the number, as may be supposed, is not incon­
siderable.
The forced introduction of the Russian language, as 
without it, no one, however well qualified can hold an of­
fice; the prohibition of Polish history in schools, with the 
enforced study of the history of Russia, and in Russian, 
are the additional proofs of the Emperor’s object. Still 
more striking are the measured against religion : the Unit­
ed (i.e. Catholic) Greeks are forbidden to consider them­
selves of the same religion with the Roman Catholics, and 
consequently cannot officiate as usual in their churches: 
the order that all children must and shall he baptized in a 
certain number of hours after their birth by the Russian 
Pope, if not by a priest of their own religion : all this 
tends to replace the Polish and Catholic by a Russian and? 
schismatic population.
As an instance of the Emperor’s personal character, a 
late occurrence at Kiow, is worth noticing- A Polish 
gentleman, a Mr. James Jaroszynsky, was travelling with 
his sister, a Madame Dizewiecka, when they were suddenly 
arrested by the governor of the town, as being bearers of 
letters and pamphlets. They were stripped and searched, 
and letters found on them. The governor consequently 
simply put them under an arrest for so trifling au offence. 
But unfortunately the Emperor arrived at Kiow, on hia 
way to meet Lord Durham, and the case was reported to 
him. Instead of extending his mercy to these unfortu­
nate persons, he instantly orders the gentleman to be put 
in the prison, and afterwards to be a private in the army 
for life! and the sister, though married, to be shut up in a 
convent. Such is the Russian Government. These un­
happy persons are connected, through marriage, to Prmco 
Metternich.—London Morning Chronicle.
St Peter's Church, at Rome—The main building is one 
hundred and sixty feet in height, and about four hundred 
and seventy-three feet long; and covers seven acres of 
ground. Millions upon millions, untold, unknown, and 
incalculable were expended upon this edifice almost to the 
ruin of the Papal See.
It is said that the present Pope of Rome, Gregory XVI. 
expended about 3,000,000 piasters per annum, over and 
above the Papal See, and to “raise the wind” he is in the 
regular habit of pawning to bankers the prospective reve­
nues of certain portions of his territory.
It is asserted in a recent number of the Westminster 
Review, that “the mortality among the members of the 
House of Commons is greater than among any similar 
number of men belonging to the same ranks of life.
The Bavarian government has sent a circular to the dif­
ferent authorities of the country, directing them to exsit 
themselves in preventing, as far as it is in their power, the 
people from emigrating. Within the last four rr on'.h« no 
fewer than two hundred families have left Bavaria for 
Amerioas
to shine at night, and he covered the sky with 
stars.
You never saw any thing so bright as the sun. 
It is very large indeed, only it looks small, 
because it is a great way off. It cannot fall, 
for God holds it up. God makes it move 
across the sky. What does the hymn say about 
the sun ?
“My God who makes the sun to know 
His proper hour to rise;
And to give light to all below,
Doth send him round the skies.”
The moon does not shine as brightly as the 
sun, for God lets it be dark at night, that we 
may rest, and sleep soundly.
Who could oount the stars. No one but God. 
He knows their names and their number too.— 
When we look at the moon and stars, let us 
think “how great God is! Yet he cares for the 
little birds, and loves little children.”
God had made a great many things, but none 
of these things were alive. At last he made 
some living things. He spoke, and the water 
was filled with fishes, more than could be count­
ed.
Some were very small, and some were very 
large. Fish are cold, and they have r.o feet, 
and they cannot sing, or speak.
God made some creatures more beautiful than 
fish, to fly out of the water. The birds; they 
perched upon the trees, and sang among the 
branches.
Birds have wings and are covered with feath­
ers of all colors. The robin has a red breast; 
the goldfinch has some yellow feathers, and the 
jay some blue ones; but the peacock is the most 
beautiful of birds. It has a little tuft upon its 
head, and a long train that sweeps behind; 
sometimes it spreads out its feathers, and they 
look like a large fan. The thrush, the black­
bird, and the linnet, can sing sweetly ; but there 
is one bird that can sing more sweetly still—it 
is the nightingale. At night when all the other 
birds have left off singing, the nightingale may 
be heard in the woods.
Can all birds fly ? No. All birds have wings, 
but all birds cannot fly. The ostrich cannot 
fly, and hens and turkeys do not fly very often.
Some birds swim upon the water; such as 
geese, and ducks, and the beautiful swan with 
its long neck, and its feathers like the sriow.
Some birds are very tall. The ostrich is as 
tall as a man.
The eagle builds its nest in a very high place. 
Its wings are very strong, and it can fly as high 
as the clouds.
The gentlest of the birds is the dove. It can­
not sing, but it sits al one and moans softly, as if 
itt was sad.
I cannot tell you the names of all the birds, 
hut you can think of the names of some other 
kinds.
There is another sort df living creature called 
insects. God made them come out of the earth, 
and not out of the water, like birds and fishes. 
Insects are small, and creep upon the earth: 
worms and ants are insects. Some insects can 
fly also ; such as bees, and butterflies. The bee 
sucks the juice of flowers, and makes wax and 
honey. How gay are the wings of the butterfly! 
they are covered with little feathers, too small 
to be seen.
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God made them.
At last God made the beasts. They came 
out of the earth when God spoke. Beasts walk 
upon earth ; most of them have four legs. You 
know the names of a great many sorts of beasts. 
Sheep and cows, dogs and cats, are beasts. But 
there are a great many other sorts besides.— 
The squirrel that jumps from bough to bough, 
air. and the rabbit that lives in a hole underground
Next God put some water up very high. The : and the goat that climbs the high hills ; the stag 
clouds are full of water, and sometimes the wa- with his beautiful horns, the lion with his yel- 
ter comes down, and we call it rain. ' low hair, the tiger whose skin is marked with
God made a large deep placeand filled it with i stripes. The elephant is the largest of the 
water. God spoke to the water, and it rushed beasts, the lion is the strongest, the dog is the 
into the deep place. God called this water the | most sensible, the stag is the most beautiful, 
sea.
POETRY
From the Boston 
PUBLIC WORSHIP.
Recorder.
Though private prayer be a brave design,
Yet public hath more promises, more love,
And love’s a weight to hearts : to eyes, a sign.
We all are but eold suitors; let us move
Where it is warmest. Leave tliy six and seven,
Pray with the most; for where most pray is heaven.
When once tl.v foot enters the church, be bare.
God is more there than thou; for thou art ther.
Only by hia permission. Iheu beware;
And make thyself all reverence and fear
Kneeling ne’er spoiled silk stocking. Quit thy state. 
All equal are within the church’s gate.
Rvsoit to sermons; but to prayers most:
Praying’s the end of preaching. Oh, be drest!
Stay not for th‘ othei pin. Why, thou hast lost 
A joy for it, worth worlds. Thus hell doth jest 
Away thy blessings, and extremely flout thee;
Thy clothes being fast, but thy soul loose, about thee.
In time of service, seal up both thine eyes,
And send them to thy heart; that, spying sip,
They may weep out the stains by them did rise.
Those doors being shut, all by the ear comes in.
Who marks in church time other’s symmetry.
Makes all their beauty his deformity.
Let vain or busy thoughts have there no part.
Bring not thy plough, «iy plots, thy pleasures, thither. 
Christ purged his temple, so must thou thy heart.
All worldly thoughts are but thieves met together 
To cozen thee. Look to thy actions well;
For churches either are our heaven, or hell.
Judge not t»ie preacher ; for he is thy judge,
If thou mislike him, thou conceiv’st him not.
God called preaching, folly. Do not grudge,
To pick out treasures from a» earthen pot.
The worst speak something good. If all want sense, 
God takes a text and preaohetli patience.
He that gets patience, and the blessing which 
Preachers conclude with, hath not lost his pains.
He that, being at church, escapes the ditch 
Which he might fall in by companions, gains.
He that loves God’s abode, and to combine 
With saints on earth, shall one day with him shine.
Jest not at preacher’s language or expression.
IIow know’st thou but thy sins made him miscarry ? 
Then turn thy faults and his into confession.
God sent him, whatsoe’er he be. O tarry,
And love him, for his Master ! His condition, 
Though it be ill, makes him no ill physician.
None shall in hell such bitter pangs endure,
As those who mock at God’s way of salvation.
Whom oil and balsams kill, what salve can cure?
They drink with greediness a full damnation.
Herbert.
JUVENILE.
From the Western Christian Advocate.
THE WORLD.
This large place we live in, is called the 
world.
It is very beautiful. If we look up we see 
the blue sky, if we look down we see the green 
grass. The sky is like a curtain spread over 
our heads, the grass like a carpet under our 
feet, and the bright sun is like a candle to 
give us light. It was very kind of God to 
make such a beautiful world, and let us live in 
it.
God was in heaven and all his'bright angels 
round him, when he began to make the world.
God's Son was with him—for God always 
bad a Son just like himself. His Son’s name 
is Jesus Christ. He is as good and great as 
Gocl bis Fntbpr Thn Fntbor nnrl flip Snn nrr> 
Godt they always lived together, and they 
loveeach other exceedingly. The Father and 
the Son are one God, and they made the 
world.*
Then God made the air. You cannot sea 
the air, but you can feel it. Tne air is every­
where. You can sometimes hear the noise it 
makes, for you hear the wind blow, and wind is
The sea is very large, and it is always moving 
up and down, and tossing itself; but it cannot 
get out of the large deep place in which God 
has put it ; for God said, “Stay there.”
When the wind blows hard, the sea makes a 
loud noise and roars.
But God made some dry land for us to walk 
upon: we call it ground. We could not walk 
upon the sea, nor build houses on the sea; but 
the ground is hard, and firm, and dry.









The following description of the process by 
which young men are ruined in our cities, is 
vivid and worth}' of attention. It is by Dr. 
~ , , , , , , I Brownlee, in a late sermon;When God made the dry land, there was j «He is the st of his father’s house? and bis 
nothing on it: it was bare. So God spo<e, and [ father’s beart beats bigh vvitb ho as he te]ls 
tilings grew out of the ground. bjm> <Go, my son bc bonovabie> be virtuous and
Frees came out of it; they were covered with J tarnish not tbe name of t] father’s I)0Use b 
green leaves of different shapes. Some were i dishonorable action.’ The tear steals down the 
called oak trees, andsome were called elm trees, I chcek of the anxious mother, as she presses 
mtothe hand of her darling son the precious 
book of God, and bids him heed its contents.
us praise God for making<6uch a large 
and beautiful world.
and some beech trees. And some trees bore 
nice fruit, such as plum trees, apple trees, orange 
trees, and fig trees.
Vegetables grew out of the earth; potatoes 
and beans, cabbages and lettuce, they are called 
vegetables.
Corn came out of it: and wheat, and barley, 
and oats. The ears of grain bend, down when 
they are ripe, and look yellow like gold.
God made the soft green grass to spring up, 
und flowers to grow among the grass—flowers 
of all colors, and of sweetest smell. The yel­
low butter cup, the white lily, the blue violet, 
and the rose, the most beautiful of all flowers.
I have told you of five sorts of things that 






covereilV«?til ljoI<ed very beautiful when it was
he “"" tree,. But only Godanu the angels saw lts beauty.
Afterwards God placed , •,..i_ .1.: ,, ced the sun in the sky andall nay, and g„ from „n(, q|.
’°d made the moon
* “In the beginning was the Word, and thn w .1 
with God, and the Word was God. Allthfon, orc w?s 
byhim.”_JoHH,i, 1-3.
bade it shine 
the world to the other.
but the lamb is the gentlest.
The dove is the gentlest of the birds, and the
lamb is the gentlest of the beasts.






All these creatures have bodies, but they 
' have not souls like you. They can move and 
breathe. God feeds them every day and keeps 
them alive. The Lord is good to them all.
TEMPERANCE.
High with hope of future wealth and eminence, 
he leaves his peaceful home, with every inten­
tion to pursue a course of honesty and virtue, 
and enters his place of business in the crowded 
city. He soon finds himself surrounded with 
companions who are steeped in pollutions. He 
takes his stand againsttemptation, and becomes 
the butt of ridicule to the licentious. ‘What a 
look of solemnity he wears! I’ll warrant he has 
a Bible somewhere, and he’ll read it! He’ll go 
to church or to Sabbath school! He’ll over­
whelm us with his morality.” Exposed to such 
ridicule from those who know no shame, he 
gradually becomes ashamed of his morals. Lit- 
he gives loose to those feelings 
w ic i lie has been taught it was a virtue to re­
strain. His companions, triumphing in their 
success invite Iiim to the feast, and there pre- 
sent h,m w.th ,he sparkling cup-the flowing 
bowl. They then lead their pupil the school
ofvntue yes, to the theater_the school of 
virtue. You know who read lectures there on 
morals to young men who are admitted gratis 
and perhaps paid a premium for readme thn J 
lectures. He falls! The father’s hopes are 
ruined, and the .mother weeps as she thinks 
her own son is mingling in scenes of debauch­
ery and crine. I» there one present who has
thus lured and destroyed a youth from the 
country? Then there is a hell in thy bosom, 
created by the lashings of a guilty conscience, 
and your epitaph will be, ‘Goat/ had it been for 
that man if he had never been born.' The 
Greeks had a saying. ‘Justice with her lame 
foot would sooner or later overtake the guilty.’ 
z\ndso, guilty man, sooner or later, will jus­
tice overtake thee.”—Temperance Advocate.
The temperate use of ardent spirits is a palpa­
ble absurdity in terms. The woodman com­
mences not with the topmost branches, but 
lays his axe at the root of the tree. The begin­
ning, the middie and the end are parts of an in­
teger. Who does not perceive, in the drunk­
ard’s death, the last act of a drama, which com­
menced in moderate drinking? If this be real­
ly the temple of destruction, if these are, in 
sober earnest, the gates of hell, and the cham­
bers of death, perilous is the folly of that man 
who enters a little way! What should we think 
of a physiologist, who had been relused per­
mission to experiment upon our persons for the 
good of science, with the matter of any conta­
gious or fatal distemper, who should qualify his 
request and ask leave to inoculate us a little? 
What should we think of the sanity of that man 
who ventured, for his pleasure, upon those 
rushing waters, which lead irresistibly to the
brink of some stupendous cataract, and who re- accoinpUsl)cd< ~After a gre’at deal of conversation
solved to glide along, within a few feet of the 
dizzy precipice, and no further? Does not the 
daily experience of life establish the tact, that 
the fatal folly of the temperate drinker is pre­
cisely the same?
It is a favorite opinion with certain individ­
uals, that the sale of spirituous liquors should be 
confided to none but an honest man! An hon­
est man who sells drams, placed between the 
antagonist muscles of his moral principle, on 
the one hand, and the cupidity of the trades­
man on the other, will seldom close his opera­
tions for the day, without a consciousness, that 
somehow or other, a portion of his virtue had 
departed from the hem ot his garment. The 
right hand of a dram-seller is never more like­
ly to forget its cunning, than when employed 
in picking the dust of self-interest from the eyes 
of its master.— Temp. Address.
A STORY FOR WINE DRINKERS.
Mr. Kittredge, in a recent Temperance Ad­
dress in this town, related the following anec­
dote;
A confirmed drunkard, who had but 3 cents, 
stepped into ab ar-room to take his eleven 
o’clock. £Ie hesitated, however, before calling 
for it—for even the rubicund visage of the sot 
at this day blushes at drinking alone. While 
he lingered, a gentleman drove up to the door, 
alighted, and walking boldly up to the bar, call­
ed for a glass of wine. The bar keeper handed 
it to him, he helped himself, laid down his four- 
pence ha’penny, and departed. Our New Eng­
lander then stepped boldly up, called for his 
white eye, with trembling hand drained the 
glass, laid down his 3 cents, and then asked the 
bar-keeper—“Was’nt that a temperance man?” 
“Yes.” “Well, I thought so; and if I’d had 3 
cents more, I’d been a temperance man too!”— 
Landmark.
bostuiv rui.icL.
James Brown, a gray-headed dram-drinker, 
pleaded—“1 did’nt drink a drop since I came 
to Boston, except cider.” Proof—his venera­
ble gray locks had often been seen streaming in 
the breeze, while his head was wrapped in sleep 
on a door step. Brown asked the witnesses, if 
a man might not fall asleep on the side-walk 
through fatigue as well as liquor,and put to the 
witness the following category:—“Did you ever 
see me walking when 1 was not able to walk ? 
Tell me that if you can.” While Mr. Witness 
was cudgelling his brains to meet this queer 
question, the Court gave Brown a walking tick­
et for two months.— Temperance Advocate.
MISCELLANY.
PETRIFICATION OF ANIMAL SUBSTANCES.
Sogato's Discovery.—The world is now to be set all 
agog with the discovery of an Italian, Signor Segato 
recently deceased, who found out the means, during his 
lifetime, of perfectly petrifying animal substances. The 
account furnished by the Hon. R. H. Wilde, and publish­
ed in the Southern Medical Journal, states that
“The process of Segato acts upon entire animals as 
well as upon their seperate parts. It endues them with 
a consistency perfectly stony, which is more or less 
hard in proportion as the parts themselves are originally 
less soft and mucous. Skin, muscles, nerves, veins, ten­
dons, fat, blood, all undergo this wonderful change; and 
what is most singular, is, that it is not requisite to ex­
tract the viscera or intestines for the purpose of effect­
ing it: they themselves assume a like solidity with the 
rest of the body, and some of them even greater. Nor 
is there any material change of form, color, or general 
appearance and character, all of which are retained.— 
Not the least disagreeable smell is emitted from his pre­
parations; they are entirely inodorous. Such is the 
power of the agents he employs, that putrefaction al­
ready begun is arrested at the very stage at which it had 
arrived when his process had commenced. He had even 
found the means of rendering animal substances unalter­
able, without destroying their flexibility. The joints 
and articulations may be bent, and, when the force appli­
ed is removed, they assume their former position. His 
skeletons remain united of themselves by their natural 
ligaments, retaining their pliability, thus rendering use­
less all the clumsy contrivances heretofore necessary for 
combining the bones together. So unalterable are the 
substances thus preserved, that they are not only unaf­
fected by atmospheric change, but even by a daily ex­
posure to water and the action of worms. Their vol­
ume is but slightly decreased, and their weight contin­
ues nearly the same' Even the spots upon the skin re 
main visible, whether natural or produced by disease.— 
The hair adheres firmly; not one drops from the human 
scalp, where they continue as freshly and a3 firmly as in 
life.”
In republishing this account at length, the National 
Gazette states that Segato’s method of converting the 
various parts of the human system into stone has, it is 
said, been carried so far as to be applied to blood. An 
American lady wrote to her friends some time since, that 
having undergone the operation of the lancet, she had 
sent a bowl of the fluid to Segato to have it petrified, 
and would forward it to her friends cut into ringsj!
Wc give another extract from the Southern Medical 
Journal on this subject:
“Segato has constructed a tablet, composed of different 
pieces of the human body indulated and inlaid in a tessela- 
ted form, after the manner of those productions of art. 
which are known in Florence by the name of works in 
Pietra Dure. It consists 'of two hundred and fourteen 
pieces, of various shapes and colors, differently viewed, and 
of sucli hardness that all admit of polish, none are scratch­
ed by the nail, few by the knife, and. some scarcely by the 
file. The jasper of Siberia is imitated by portions of the 
spleen, kidneys, and heart. The jasper of Sicily,-Saxony, 
and Bohemia, by the pancreas, the uterus, the placenta, 
and the upper part of the tongue.
u ' j"’nost every variety of siliceous and calsareous stone
>ic > ave been applied to the purposes of use or orna­
ment, except only the gems, finds in one portion of the 
o y, when thus indurated, either in its healthy or
some disordered state, a singular and stnkmg resemWanee
So perfectly natural is the cok-
cimens of morbid anatomy topr R
tinguished suigeon o cabhiet, on being shown this
who recent y^vis various parts of the body, andp’.S.r d?,” » -S, which the, had been aiieced. 
It was impossible, he said, to avoid recognizing them ; they 
were exactly such as he had repeatedly seen in dissections. 
« Warm and honorable testimony to the importance and
utility of Segato’s discovery has been borne by several of 
his learned countrymen. His name has already acquired 
some celebrity in Europe, from his admirable maps of Af­
rica Morocco, and Tuscany, prepared and engraved by 
himself—for, among his other talents, he is an excellent 
chirographer, and engraver—and from a work on Egypt 
part only of which has appeared. Several literary and 
scientific journals have mentioned his labors with the high­
est commendation.” .-ii ,
We have already mentioned that Segato is dead, and it 
is added that fears'are entertained that his art and discove­
ry have perished with him, to the great loss of science— 
Alexandria Gazette.
Sir. Humphry Davy’s Discovery of iiis Lamp.—Mr. 
John Buddie, an intelligent witness connected with min­
ing operations in the North of England, in his examination 
before the Select Committee on accidents in mines, relates 
the following circumstance as an act of justice to the mem­
ory of Sir II. Davy:—“Sir Humphry Davy (he says) was 
introduced to me by the late Bishop of Bristol (about 181->) 
and he called upon me at the Wallsand Colliery one day 
to inquire into the nature and cause of a recent lamentable 
catastrophe' I explained to him as well as I was. able the 
nature of our fiery mines, and that the great desideratum 
was a light that could be safely used in an explosive mix- 
1 had not the slighest idea myself of evevseeingsuch
with Sir Humphry Davy, and Ids making himself perfect­
ly acquainted with the nature of our mines, and what was 
wanted just as we were parting he looked at me and said, I 
think I can do something for you.’ Thinking it was too 
much ever to he achieved, I gave him a look of increduli­
ty. At the moment it was beyond my comprehension---
However smiling, he said, ‘Do not despair: I think I can 
do something for you in a very short time.’ I should think 
to the best of my recollection within fourteen days he wrote 
to me to say that he flattered himself that he had done the 
thing; that he had made a discovery which would answer 
my object, namely the procuring of a safe light in an ex­
plosive mixture. In a few days he sent me down two of 
the Davy lamps. He told me that it would burn safely in 
an explosive mixture; that there was no hazard except in 
exposing it to a strong current, by which the explosion 
would he passed through the gauze cylinder; he therefore 
cautioned me particularly against such an exposure. On 
the strength of his authority I took this lamp without hes­
itation into an explosive mixture. I first tried it in an ex­
plosive mixture on the surface, and ther. took it into a mine 
and to my astonishment and delight, it is impossible for 
me to express my feelings at the time when I first suspend­
ed the lamp in the mine, and saw it red hot; if it had been 
a monster destroyed 1 could not have felt more exultation 
than I did. I said to those around me, ‘We have at last 
subdued this monster.’ ”—Record.
Traces of the Deluge in Massachusetts.—Professor 
Hitchcock, in a communication to the Hampshire Gazette, 
states that lie has been much interested by the recent dis­
covery of marks of diluvial action on Mount Holyoke.— 
In numerous spots along the top of that mountain, (be 
says) from Connecticut river to Belchertown, a distance of 
eight or ten miles, the naked rock bears the strongest marks 
of the powerful action of water in the grooves and scratch­
es upon its surface, some of which are several inches deep. 
The ridge is ten to one hundred feet deep, all of which as 
well as the grooves and scratches, run nearly north and 
south, whatever he the direction of the mountain. 1 found 
also many loose masses of sandstone and other rocks, many 
of them weighing several tons, lying upon the top of this 
ridge; having been brought thither upon the steep north­
ern and western face of the mountain, I am prepared to 
prove that these grooves and valleys were formed, or at 
least greatly modified, by that powerful deluge that formerly 
washed from the north and northwest over every part of 
New England.—Balt. Gaz.
Randolph and the Slave Trade—Randolph cccen- ,....,..,,,-11; aviuuu, was uiniuriniv Kiiiiiano o-pik^
ous at home. His slaves loved him with the strongest af­
fection. The return of Massa Randolph’ from Congress 
was always greeted with the utmost demonstrations of joy. 
A slave trader once called on Randolph, and not making 
known his purpose, he was invited to dine with him. At 
dinner, the trader glancing round upon the servant in at­
tendance, inquired his priceof Randolph, informing him at 
the same time that he was engaged in the slave trade. It 
happened that the slave in question was one of Randolph’s 
favorite servants. The enraged Virginian sprung from his 
table, and shook his skeleton finger furiously at the ‘ soul 
diiver.’ ‘Leave my house, sir!—leave it instantly, sir ! — 
Am I to he insulted at my own table?’ The wretched 
slave trader saw that he had no time to lose. He fte l from 
the house and mounted his horse. Randolph called hasti­
ly for one of his own horses, and seizing his pistols, set oft’ 
in full chase after him. The dealer in human flesh looked 
hack and saw the skeleton figure of Roanoke,like Death on 
the pale horse, close behind him. “Off my grounds, you 
rascal,’ screamed Randolph in his shrillest tones; levelling 
his pistol full at the head of his affrighted guest. The fel­
low plunged his spurs into his horse, and rode for his life 
over fence and bush, hill and hollow, until he had left be­
hind him the territory of the lord of Roanoke__ N. Y.
Observer.
Wonderful Printing Press__A new printing ma­
chine has been invented at London, which is described as 
follows: —
“The machine is put in action by two men working with 
the ordinary windlass, the same as the common crane; and 
the time being kept by the most accurate mode of checking 
namely the vibration of a pendulum; there were eleven 
copies perfected on each side in the astonishing short space 
of five seconds; at which speed, by extending the calcula­
tion to the extreme result, the process would he 7,920 co­
pies perfected in one hour. This extraordinary speed of 
production, should the machine be applied to newspaper 
printing, would he an invaluable acquisition.”—Episcopal 
Recorder.
Ammonia in a liquid state, (spirits of hartshorn) is high­
ly recommended to cauterize wounds which laborers may 
receive from the bite of vipers during harvesting. It is a
specific for the bites of all venomous serpents or insects__
Applied both externally and internally, it cures the bite of 
a rattlesnake. It will instantly remove all uneasiness from 
the bites of musquitoes__ National Intel.
Verd Antique.—A quarry of marble, more brilliant 
in hue, and susceptible of a higher polish than any we 
have observed, has recently been opened in New-Haven, 
about two miles from the Public Square. The quarry is 
so located, as to afford every facility of access to market. 
The marble is of the purest species of Verd Antique,, with 
golden or yellow streaks interwove. We know not 
whether the “Verd Antique” has been found among any 
other marbles than those derived from the quarries of 
Egypt. The specimens that have been shown to us, 
surpass any that we have seen in the cabinets of science 
and the museums of our country. Its firmness of tex­
ture gives the artist the advantage of the highest polish; 
and in beauty and variety of coloring, it cannot be sur­
passed.—Am. Historical Magazine.
Roman Catholic Religion.—Horace Walpole in his 
Letters mentions a sceptical bon-vivant, who, upon bein" 
urged to turn Roman Catholic, objected that it was a j-elf- 
gion enjoining so many fasts, and requiring such implicit 
faith; “You give us,” lie observed, “too little to eat, and 
too much to swallow.”—American Citizen
An Extraordinary Monument__ The celebrated De
Lamartine, on his return from a visit to the Holy Land 
in 1833, whilst approaching Servia, the last town on the 
1 urkish frontier, says, “I saw a large Tower rising in the
midst of the plain, as white as Parian marble__ I sat under
its shade to enjoy a few moments repose__ No sooner was
1 seated than, raising my eyes to the monument, I discov­
ered that the walls, which I supposed to be built of marble 
or white stone, were composed of regular rows of human 
skulls. These skulls, bleached by the rain and the sun, 
and cemented by a little sand and lime, formed entirely the 
triumphal arch which sheltered me from the heat of the 
sun. — A number of Turkish horsemen, who had come from 
Nesse to escort us into town, informed me, that the skulls 
were those of fifteen thousand Servians, who had been put 
t» deatfc by tha Pacha in the last insurrection of Servia.
There is a man now living in this town, in the S5tl» 
year of his age, who was born on Sunday, his wife on 
Sunday' and his first child on Sunday. They had a child 
born on every day of the week, the first on Sunday 
Morning, the last on Saturday Night. He is the oldest 
of four generations, all born on Sunday, all bearing the 
same Names, and all are now living, and were all present 
together not long since.—Norwich. Courier.
The Eye.—The following directions in regard to the 
care of this important organ are from an excellent work 
recently published, entitled the Horne book of Health 
and Medicine.
1. All sudden changes from darkness to light and the 
contrary should be avoided as much as possible.
2. Avoid looking very attentively at minute objects, 
either at dawn, or in twilight, or in dark places.
3. Avoid sitting near a dazzling or intense light; as of 
a lamp or candle, or facing a hot fire.
4. Avoid dazzling, or glaring sunshine, especially 
when reflected from snow, white sand, or other light sur­
faces.
5. Avoid dust, smoke, and vapors of every kind which 
excite pain or uneasiness of the eye.
6. Avoid rubbing or fretting the eyes in any manner 
and wiping them with cotton handkerchiefs.
7. Avoid much exposure to cold northwest or easterly 
winds.
8. Avoid all spirituous and heating liquors, rich and 
highly seasoned food and every species of intemperance, 
all which invariably injure the eyes and impair the sight. 
— Cincinnati Journal.
Wonders from Cultivation----There is scarcely'a vege­
table which we now cultivate, that cmi he found to grow 
naturally. Buffon has stated that our wheat is a factitious, 
production raised to its present condition by the art of ag­
riculture. Rye, rice, barley, or even oats, are not to lie 
found wild, that is to say, growing naturally in any part of 
the earth, but have been altered by the industry of man­
kind, from plants not now resembling them, even in such 
a degree as to enable us to recognize their relation. The 
acrid and disagreeable opium graveolens, has been transfer­
red into delicious celery; and the colewort, a plant of scanty 
leaves, not weighing altogether half an ounce, has been im­
proved into cabbage, whose leaves weigh many pounds; or 
into a cauliflower of considerable dimensions, being only 
the embryo of a few buds, which in their natural state 
would not have weighed as many grains. The potato, again, 
whose introduction has added many millions to our popula­
tion, derives its origin from a small hitter root, which grows 
wild in Chili and Monte Video.—Am. Presbyterian.
Answer to a Challenge.—A Rhode Island judge be­
ing challenged by a Senator,‘the following dialogue ensued; 
General—did you receive my note, sir? Judge—Yes sir. 
General—Vfell, do you intend to fight me? Judge—No. 
sir. General—Then, sir, I consider you a pitiful coward, 
Judge—right, sir, you knew that very well, or you never 
would have challenged me.—Aawrican Citizen
We learn from Genoa that Dr. Giovanni Pahnerini has 
just invented a new machine of iron, which, though of the 
utmost simplicity, will, by a motive principle hitherto un­
known, act with'all the multiplied power of the theory of 
Archimedes, and at the same time with all the regularity 
of a steam engine. It is only about 5 yards and a half 
long, 3 yards broad, and 3 and a half high, and yet is of 
I34<0 horse -power.
Potatoes for Sheep.—“Gen Murray use- potatoes for 
fattening sheep as well as for lean stock. He has now I9G 
fat wethers, that eat very near 14 bushels ol potatoes and 
100 weight of hay per diem; it may he reckoned 14 bush­
els for 200 Sheep. If they have as many potatoes as they 
will eat, they do not require more than half a pound of 
hay each per diem.— Young's Annuls, Fbl. II, p,215.
Iii Chancery.
A bi el Foster vs. Auiel Chandler. 
fljlHE said Ahiel Chandler is hereby notified that on tl e
H ISth of July, A. D. tiVJG, iho -laid Ahiel Koster filed 
in the I nnrt ,,F <’...nn- .n I’lone nF the County of I£nOX 
and State of Ohio, a hill in Chancery against the said Ahiel 
Chandler, the object and prayer of which hill is to obtain 
a specific performance of a certain agreement entered into 
between Ahiel Foster the father of said Complainant and 
said defendant for the conveyance of Lot No. 13, Section 
4, Township 9, Range 11, U. S. Military Land in the 
District of Ohio, and in case the said Defendant should 
not be able so to do that lie shall refund the purchase mo­
ney interest and damages by reason of the premises—And 
the said Ahiel Chandler is further notified that unless he 
appears and pleads, answers or demurs to the said bill with­
in sixty days after the next term of said Court the said 
Ahiel Poster at the Term next’after th« expiration of said 
sixty days will apply to said Court to take the matters of 
said hill as confessed, and decree thereon accordingly.
D. CAMPBELL DUNLAP,
Sel. for Comjift.
Dated July 18, 1836.—6w
Farm for Salt?.
fPHE Subscriber offers for sale his farm situated on the 
.11. Mt. Vernon and Gambier road, 2 miles from the lat­
ter and 3 from the former, and about half a mile w,e»t ef 
the Seminary land, containing
S7O ACKES,
of which about 80 acres are under fence, and about 30 
acres under culture. There are two log Dwellings and 
Barn, a young Orchard of about 800 fruit trees of differ­
ent kinds, about one-half of which are hearing trees. The 
lot is well Timbered. There is a small Sugar Camp of 
about 250 trees and several good springs. An indisputable 
title will he given.
Those wishing to purchase can obtain further informa­
tion by applying to the subscriber on the premises.
NICHOLAS TORODE.
N. B. Several other small Lots to dispose of.
Gambier, August 24.—tf * ***
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